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Pht-ladelphia In -- -the latter half of the eighteenth cen~ury wa1J tbC! 
most advanced city iu--the--new Republic. Best.des being the seat of the 
new government, it was also the cultural and intellectual center, con• 
siderably ahead of othe_r towns· 11) ·pop_ulation, in wealth, in fashion, in 
learning and in s-cte11ce. Its preemi11ence in medicine~ humani ta_{ianitm~ 
music- -and· drama, and belles-lettres was unquestioned. It had --estab-
lished strong ties wft~--- the agricultural hinterland and industry was 
. 1 
rapidly expanding. There was in the American capital less provincial-
ism, more religious tolerance and a closer connection not only with._ 
England, but also with France than existed in \he other cities of the 
nation. 
-------- ---
-- ----- - ---------
In 1750 the population of Phi ladelphi~ was 16,800 and by 1780 this 
figure had grown to 25,000. Few cit-ies of its size had as large a_ pro-
portiqn of institutions of learning or a larger propo~tion of citizens 
in~-e~es~ed in sc,ience and cultur~ •. -~e. ?h_iJ:.,~!!ldli.t Lib.r.p:-y ha!! .b.egun 
its career of usefulness in 1731, the College ~f Philadelphia in 1749,- · 
... -~- -- - --
--- - - -~ --- .-and the- --Pennsylvania 1tospft·a1· .. fn --17 5 l. The Hospital was one of the 
"firsts" in the British colonies as was the medical school founded by 
the College of Philadelphia in 1765. 2 
~ 
------- -To Philadelphia cllllle- tneoest minds or-politics and -science. B~-
sides Benjamin Franklin,. it was the --home of such men as Benjamin Rush. 
and David Rittenhouse. It was also the home of the American Philo~ 
.. 
-l-.-B-r_o_o_k_e_H_i_n_d_l_e_,-P-ur_s_L-1 i_t_o_f_S_c_i_e_n_c_e_1_·n-P-,e-v_o_~__,u.....,.,.,tro~·~~;~ Am£.!° .. !£::\. f Ch•J 
'1" ~" ·~ir.' ~ &-.~.1,q~ & · e ~~ ..._ ~~ · · · ~ -~-.... -~.,_ -~!!l!' ,.,._ ",I , r.:·-.. - ;i -- • • 
• Francis Packard, "How London and Edinburgh Influenced Med;..cine in Philadelphia in the Eighteenth Century." Annala .2f Medical History, N.S., pp. 221-222. 
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chemical .socie~y -i-n-Alnerica-·and possibly in the world.~ John Bartram, 
. . 
one _of the foremost botanists in the world at tb~t time" established 
a botanical garden near the Sehuykill Ritter.. In addition to scientists, 
industrialists; roaming trave-1-ers, politician-a and- visiting scholars 
arrived in the city • 
It is only natural tha~ among this cultural and intellectual 1:Jege-
mony one would look to ·£ ind the beginni~s of chemiau-y in America-... 
When traced through all its relations the early chemistry of America is 
-- - ----- --- ---- . found to be mainly depel!dent on those larger movements in European · 
. 
. 4 
chemistry from which the American sc_ience derived its origin._ Alchemy, 
iatrochemistry_, phlogiston,· each had their followers in America and on 
their work arose tlie later science. 
Chemistry-·came into being, in America, by way of medicine. For 
two huncl£.ed years after the first settlement at Jamestown, it was the 
physicians who were the -devotees an~ pract'toners of chemistry. It was· 
natural -therefore that- the physict-ans -would be the firn proressors of · -·- · 
chemistry in America, - that they ··Would write 'the books and spread· the 
European ideas ~,s-
in the eight~enth century there was-no formal method for the edu-
-·-~--·------- .~---------------- ~-- -~~ -
-1 --
cation of physicians in the country. Rather a system· of apprenticeships 
_was -set up where a man would work wit~ a doctor for a time and then 
3. Henry Bolton, 11Early American ehemical Societiestt, Journal of the ~ ~J'!-'~I.tf1lt'J. !;~$.m!.SttL~2£J.&.~~ Jr_JX ( lfi97) i .ilP~ 718~9" J;j~ ..us .:i(e11t1ail·, <:trh£: ~- .... First Chemical Society in the World, n Jo~tQ.al of Chemical Education. 
-,,;;r_--r-.M"l.,......_...'l.• ... c-'(.,;;_ ~ ~11l,Y;,.)llr.-.,:W\t':~~ :-~.,~- -· ._., .. _.,·~···•·-..--'! XII (193.S), p. 565. Wyndham Miles, HEariy Americati Chemical Societies/' Cl1fuaia,strf- \19'.:Jv~ p\ jt?;· 'l',&t,.~.rp it'-·~· ~ ~-~- 0 ~ ~~--::;.,.. ~ · ••1 .. 
4. c·harte's A. BrQ~Tae, i·•some Relations of Early Chemistry in America -~-e--- . 
Medicine." Journal of Chemical Education, III· ( 1926), p. 267. 
5. Whitfield B.ell, "Philadelphia Medical Students. in Europe 1750-1800", Pennsylvania Magazine, LXVII (1943) pp. 1-29. · 
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. . 
start out· on his .own. ibe>se W}\O coulti .afford the expense of a. nieflical 
"., .... : . 
-
education were forced to go to the_tJEuropean universit~e~~ _ Benjamin 
Rush,. Thomas Cadwalader, John Redman, Jobri Me>rg~n, William Shippen Jr.,. . .. 
. 
' . 
Adam Kuhn, Philip Syng _Physick,. and. Caspar-'iiistar were· some of the more· ----
notable Philadelphia men who studie.d abroad, most of them receiving their 
degrees. from the University of Edinburgh which was, recognized, at this 
Ii>' 
time, as being the :foremost medical school in the world. 6 Pranklin -re .. 
.. ___________ .cognized th~ advantages of s·tudying abroad and reconmended it highly.· 
The American stud,nts who studie~ medicine in Europe served as· one of 
the main lines of coDDI1unication between. the scientists and teachers on 
both sides of the Atlantic •. 
One of the most ~ial -teadter~e-was-Joaeph--Black---· 
who taught at the University o-f Bd-inburgh. Black conmenced his studies 
in chemistry at a time when this s~ience had not been emancipated from 
the shackles Qf an al~~emical philosophy inherited from the Greeks. This 
·--·-- - --·-···· - r - .. ··-·--- - - -· - --- --- --- - -----·-· --
was founded on the concept that the va.rious kinds of mat~er_ were_Jnerely 
different forms of a primordial substa~ce which had four qualities, o'i:' 
. -whtch assumed as a sort of a cloak the four properties of fire, air, e-arth, 
, and water. He drew attention in a special -mann•- towards the nature .of. 
gases ... and so opened the field of pneuma-tic chemistry f-or the subsequent . 
·--
work of Joseph Priestley, Henry Cavendish, and &ntoine Lavoisier. Whereas 
L 
6 ~- Francis A. Packard,· ,22. £!!._, pp. 229~241. 
-1. - John Read; From Alchemy £2_ Chemistry, (London 1957), p. 130. 
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· -·one ··of ·Blac~s student& was- Be11Jamin l.ush-=0£ .!hiladelphia. · When 
Rush returned to .the United States after completing his _st.udiea he was 
app~f.nted- to ·th~- Chair of ·chemi.stry in the, College t>f Philaclelpbia -µi · 
t:769... At tile time that he was appointed, he wa, only twenty-four yea~s 
< 
old and had no·. experience with .chemi~~ry beyond that which h~ had ac.@ 
quired under Bl.ack. Quit-e naturally, 'in his teaching he turn.~d ~~ ~~s 
... -
. . . 
. . 8 Edinburgh lecture notes and transtnitted BlackJs course to bis pupils .. 
••• ·----·-·-•H-·---- ,~•••-•-. -•~•-'--
-··- .. . -The extant manuscrtpt notebooks covering Rush's lectures have one strik-
ing feature••their dependence on Black's lectures.9 A ~om.parison of 
early manus~ript versions of Black•s lectures wtth those of Rush show 
them.to be identical in many instances. Rush must have drawn freely 
Black and·Rush chemical lectures is another instance of the direct trans-
missiQn of Edinburgh and -Europ_ean teachings to Philadelphia. 
.;... 
·· · Throughout his twenty years' career as professor of chemistry, Rush 
continued to use Black's system of chemistry and the extant notebooks indi-
cate that he.changed his course little, probably lM?cause his other act~vi-
ties left him too little time to keep abreast of the rapidly cheriging· 
10 · 
. · science. Rush ir,troduced chemistry to mere y-oung men than any ocher 
. 
American teacher up to thi& time.·-
It is interesting to note here that although he taught Black's system 
~j 
ill . . . . ·i. 
J c!j 
1!. - !r~:::!7Mit;!l,.;J;~~ ~~~k~ ~,.:ij~r· m/niR.~L~b-.. t-h·"c···h~!.~!'hiiia1i~. {l!; ··~I~I~·- .~ ..... 1 ~i<.\._1 .... ~ .. A,.,. at. t.ti;l;.-. vu ve1.oicy ot ,;ennsy van a. 1. rary .. ron c e, AAA , ; ·~ D • 9 -19 ~ 
··-· ---- - . . . 
-· 
•- - -· --- -
' . 9. Herbert S. Kickste~·~· "Short H~story of th~ Professorship of Chemistr_y of the University f nnsylvania School of Medicine." Bull. of. Hist. 
. 
. ---
~-, XXVII, p. 43. 
10. Wyndham D. Miles, "Benj~min R:ush, ~emist," Chvmia, IV, PP~ 37•77. 
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-· the. 1790' s were to tea~ the newer French anti-phlogistic theories of 
Lavoisier, showing that acees-s t~ t'!te ~l!rO}>~~t_t ideas w~a:1 ~Q ~ f1-~gi:e,, · 
easy. 
The channels by.which English and Continental ideas made their 
way t-o America and were disseminated here remain t.o be exbaustivel ex-· . :-. ,- . 
-------~-
---- -----~----~---
plored. Among these channels, however, were ·the ·activiti-es of tb-e 
scientific societies, no~ably the Royal Society (to which nineteen Ameri-
cans were elected before 1800) and the American Philosophical Society; 
the emigration to America of scholars trained in Buropeag univer$ities; 
the international correspondence of scientists; America~ travelers abroad; 
books,almanacs and magazines; public lectures; an~ the schools and col~ 
......... _ ....... -------- --· --------·· ·--------.. ··--··---"' ·--·---·· ............... _ .. ···-- ............. ___ ... _ ........... -·-·-···----· _ .............. -.............. - ... · · --- - -- ···------ ----- 11 · leges which bad Europe-trained men such as· Rush teaching in them. 
_ ·_The American !hilosophical -Society, -as- -an- -example-, served--as- one -of- - ---
G the ~jor links. in the transmission ·of European ideas. It was very 
early, in fact, before the Society was truly organized, outstanding Brl~ish 
and foreign scientists were elected to membership. The eagerness of the 
Society to do its part and to join the scientists of the world in a common 
effort, appears in a very striking manner in their observations on the 
·transit of Venus over.the sun. 
After the observations had been made, the conmittee was instructe.d 
"to draw up an account of the tran~it of Venus and Mercury to be coumunica-
.. 
,.. ..,..,. ..-. .... ~ ...... ... ~- ~ ... . ... ,,. .. ..... .. .... .... -- - ted- co thd Astronofuers in Europe, to be transmitted to J>r. Franklin as 
President 1112 
.,. ··~ ...... ,.. .~ ..... 
.... .. 
11. Harry Hayden Clark, "Influence of Science on American Ideas from 1770-1809," Trans. !il!_. Acad. §£!.., Arts, Letters, XXXV, p-. 307. See also F .E. Brasch, "_Royal Society of London and Its Influence Upon the Scientific irhought in the American Colonies," Sci. J:12., XXXIII, pp. 336-3S5, 448-469. 
B. Fay "Learned Societies in Europe and America." Amer. Hist. Rev •1 B--- 31 (1931), pp. 257-58. 12. American Philo·soRhical Society Proceeding1., XXII, pt 3, p.42 
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When it was contemplated to print the first volume ·of the Transactions 
. ' , including the observations on the ·transit as the main part, a.list was 
drawn up of the foreign institutions .to which the volume was to be pre-
sented. It included the Philosophicaf Societies of ·-stockholm, Upsalat 
Berlin, Got.tingen, Petersburg, Lon~o~~ Ecii!lbYJ"~h,. Dublin, Paris~_J)olonia, 
Turin, and Forence. 
As be was to do many times, Benjam!!!. .. Franklin in 1774 sent a consider,-
able number of books from Europe, l3 main~y from France and soon after the 
· following French scientists and philosophers were elected to membership in 
the American Philosophical Society: Condorcet, Daubenton, Dubourg, LeRoqx, 
Maquair, Abbe Raynal, Lavoisier, In addition to the books sent by Franklin, 
many other writings were sent by the s·cientists themselves. 14 
13. Amo~g ~hg many volumes whi-e-h coul-d be c-tted, P-rani.ITri~---on December 17, 1774, sent them Buff on' s Natural History and Lavoisier; on September 15, 1775, he delivered the Abbe Decquemare' s Essay .Q!!. .§!:.! Anemones and Rozier's Physic; August 15, 1778, Franklin sent copies of Pallazani's 8puseules and Carminati1 s Recherches; September 19, T778, Mandri llon' s Fragmens de Politigue et de Litterature. See Proceedings of £..!!!.Ameri-£!!!. Philosophical Society, XXII, part 3. 14. Among the volumes which could be cited are the Count de Gebelin's an• nouncement on September 26, 1783, that he was sending the first four volumes_of his Prinrl.tive WoFld; July 15, 1785, the Society received three volumes of the Royal French Academy; Dec~mber 7, 1787 Berlin de Villenouve, Moreau de St. Mery, and M. Grevel all presented books; No-vember zl, t78813rissot de Warville sent a book on the relative situa-tions of France and the-United States; March 6, 1789, 22 volumes of Velly, Villaret and Garnier's History of France,~ Histoir~ du Conunerce in 2 volumes. The list ~ould be extended indefinitely hut the volumes cited are typical of the ones sent during this period. As marking the closeness of the French and American scientists and phU.oi;nphe.r.s, -the '-:-.Jff.n.-~ni~~tivns of tbe Society are- of great interest. Thus, on December 30~ 1774, Franklin wr~te frcm P~rJs forwarding a series of inquiries that Raynal wanted an~~t~~ .. ~nd or .. ~£f~i:T.:~1. 7.~:::.J. :'!7'.!t,;;-.:.::.:-:... ::.".. .. :.:. .• -· Ft'iil1kl.i:u·· rorwarded ..... certain querTesTrom· Condorcet and a committee was appointed to answer the-m. December 10, 1779, the Society· wrote a letter to Buffon expressing their appreciation of his great work and offering aid and Q~tober 17, 1788, M. de Marbois sent from Port au Prince a copy of his treatise on finances in Santo Domingo. For a fuller--tist of exchanges between t~e scientists and philosophers of the two coun-tries, see- American Philosophical Society, Early Proceedings, vol. 22, part 3. 
• ,·:- ,.,.'!. , • 
."• '-t f- ~. ' ' 
yi .. ,J :. 
. " 
..... --~· .... - ~-
~ ... --
7 
The French had for soma-time.been interested in the American colonies 
· due in· great part to the influence of Franklin. The War of Indepemtence 
. 
_,.,>i.,, and the Frelich alli.ance made the relati-OAS be~n the two eountr-ies 
closer. 
~"~~ll_!~ _ _i __ WQ~klng_ _ in Fr.ance in .the. latter- part .of-the- eighteenth. 
century, laid the foundation for modern chemistry in his rejection of the 
phlogiston theory and subsequent formula tion_j)_f the presently-held. theory 
of combustion. Hls work stimulated further scientific study in both 
Europe and America. That he was held in high esteem by American sc~ists 
was shown in a speech delivered by Thomas P. Smith before the Chemical 
Society of-Philadelphia in 1798: 15 
4 
' His time and fortune were devoted to furthering discoveries in ~ chem~sti-y_~- a~~-1!!~ ho~~~ 'b~~ame _ a ~reat laboratory filled .wi-th-every species of apparatus necessary in this.science •••• Here he made welcome men of science to whatever nation they might belong ••• and invited every person most eminent in geometrical or physical knowledge... ~ 
· The ef feet of these labours of Lav-o-isier are to be found in forty memoirs, replete with the grandest ideas relative.to the various phenomena of chemistry, published by him •• :., in the transactions of the French Academy. 
On January 19, 1774, Lavoisier sent a letter to Amerlcan Philosoph-
ical Society inc~udin~- ~~---it ___ ~e~~re~~-e~ __ to_~'the_ news of ___ anew theory --~ ___ _ ~---· ------ ~~-~-----
. 
- 16 promising, as it seems, great discoveries in the fie~d of chemistry," 
foreshadowi.118 _ ~!t~ ~~~~- Qf ... hi~ anti-phlogiston theory which was to arouse 
the debate-between Joseph Priestley and James Woodhouse recorded in a 
... 
later di-apter. 
.. -~-- ..... -··-----·· ,..,:-,·:-!"fl . . . .·:.:-·;,. --~ ... ~~- ~.: ., . ... 
15. For a complete copy of the test see Edgar F·. Smith, Cbemistl:y !!! America, p. 31. 
16. American Philosophical Society Proceedings, DII, p-t 3, p~S7. 
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· On November 17, · 1779, James Woodqouse, a man wb? was to -write ex• 
., 
tensively concerning the ideas of Lavoisier· and help to bring about a · 
complete acceptance of ~q~:-1lelwtbeory of ch8!Di~try, was born in Phi.la~· __ 
• I 
delphia • 
. Little i,rmown of the ancestry of James Woodl:\~·use. He was of 
English descent and the name Woodhous·e was common in Engl.and and meant 
. . 1 . . . 
"d!ieller in_ the Wood," and coulq be traced back to 1170. His maternal _____________ _ 
grandfather was Dr. William Martin of Edinburgh, whose daughter Anna 
married William Woodhouse in- 1766 in Alnwick, England. William Woodhouse 
had been an officer in the army of the Young Pretender, and fought for 
the Stuart cause at Preston Pans. 
Shortly a·fter- their marriage the- couple left England and ca,me to , 
Am.eric·a, sei:tling in Philadelphia at 6 South Front Street, where William 
-set up a business as a bookseller and stationer. He is reputed to have 
. ' . . . ' -,· - . .. .., '' - .' .. · ,. ; - .·.- t rr: '.-···.- ... . . : : :: . :-· ,• ' .:·-- . .- • • . ., • - , ... 
. ·.,_ . ~ 
. '> 
--..,,,,. .. -----~-......... ,._, ............ ._ .. __ .""' ....... -~----- .. ·1,· ·-----·--. .-1.-:--------:-• "---~,---Ii· - ·-- . . -•• ~ . 
___ een an ...... eminent ___ ook_s.eller ..... ··----· ---···· ____ .. . 
James Woodhouse, the second son in the family, attended a private 
graD1Dar school i~ Philadelphia and later enrolled in the granmar school 
. ~f th~ UniverJl.ty of Pennaylvani_a~ .In.1783, at .the age _of fourteen~ h~ 
. 
. ' ,$>. 
. • • 
entered the University of Pennsylva!l,ia ~e he ,:~ceived his Bachelor. 
of Arts degree in 1787~ a.._d the Master's degi:-ee in 1790. 
Ea~ly in his life, young:Woodhouse had decided upon chemistry as a 
career • 
. ...,...,.,.......,. 
1. ~ ! JI.! Reaney, Diction~ry of British S_urnames, p. 359. 
2. Henry Simpson, Lives of Eminent Philadelphians t p. 981.=-"c--. 
(j 
... ,, 
. .,! 
-
":. •'\ .... ~_,.. - ., .· . , .. ,. " .· :;_ ..... , .. ·: .. ·. ·,· ;. : i: :-.• ·, ~ ,, 
- ~ --~---------------------· 
10 
a separate s,cience. 3 Therefore, he enrolled in the Me.dical School of 
. . 
the University of Pennsylvania and began his studie, under the doctor-~ 
chemist, Benjamin Rush •. 
However, before Woodhouse cODtpleted his studi~s for the 11.D. j he 
left school for a time to become a surgeon in the army of General 
Sc. Clair.4 He received this p~st after Dr. James Mease resigned. 
-·- ---- ---
·Woodhouse was fortunate enough to escape the defeat which the United 
States troops suffered on November 4,· 1791 when fighting t~e Indians •. 
r,·,.l 
He had been ordered ·to accompany the ff.r._st.,regiment which was sent .after 
a band of deserters, and to meet a convoy of provisions which was ex• 
pected.- ·· .. 
i During the time he spent in the army, Woodhouse was still able to 
c0111Duaj.cate wit;h his preceptor, Rush, on matters concerned with science. 
Thea_~ letters, which. are· __ <>,~ .. ~!!:~- -~~~,--~~e. JU.<ig~~~y .~i~rgy gf .1bilad.elphia,. 
-----~erned withtl:l~!ect o~IQVIne~~t:1Qn wtth--the ~ ;-----
malady known as consumption. Be hoped that the vine might prove a cure 
for the-disease and cites cases where an ~mprovement·was seen after the 
patients underwent a series of .tests eDlploying the vine. S 
-- J 
· -- .. --c-After four moaahs in the: Army,· Woodhouse returne~ to the. tJn..i.versity · - · 
to resume his studies. In May 1792, he received his degree of Doc~Qf 9.f 
Medicine after publicly_ a~!ending his the sis non the Chemical and Medicinal 
_______________ ,.._,........,...,,.="'!;;,;,C'S~....;.....-,..,~·-~ .. c.==-= ....,_ _________ _ 
3. ~ha~ les ~. Browne "So~e R~l.~tions of ~~_rly G}lemi~tcy in Am.,!Ili~.£0 ~~:~ ,.,-1'!'. ~ , ~. 
· !ft 'fl~tl1..'"ll,~~i..,:--·-J1.,lifual v:t~c~uftirit.:.ctt*·~aiicat·ion·"3. (1'9'26j ,- ·p. 276. . . . -~ 4. Edgar F ., Smith, Jaitles Woodhouse (1918) 1 p. 11. Hereafter this. work wi11 J, be titled Woodhouse. 
·'" -S. The complete text of the report is giv~n in Smith:, Woodhouse, pp. 13•16. 6. Published in Philadelphia by his father Wiliiam Woodhouse, a copy of· 
which i~ availa~i~ iq the E.i'., .Smit-h Collection at the University .of ,.. Pennsylvania. 
~ - .• 
---· .. ,: 
-.< 
_;;_,· __ . 
,, 
' --------~-----~----~--- -----------· -
---- -
-- ~ 
11. ' \ 
------A- -ahon- HJne--a-f-ter--bis---graduat!-on-, -Wood-house---convey•d a, -cmrstderable 
portion-of land in 'Northumber~and County to_Rush. 7 It is not known defi• 
nitely whether this llas done out of gratitude for many favors shqwn him 
by _Rush, or·whether it may have been in the nature of a fee for the pre~ 
ceptori~l-~ivileges enjoyed under his patronage. It seems_~_probable that 
the land was i-n payment of a fee since Rush's usual charge for ·appren-
,, 
rtce-s--wa-s one bunorea pc:nmas cam. · !ILA Iet-t:er wri~ten to John Dickinson 
in 1791, Rush, reluctant to reduce this amount, stated: "My usual -fee 
with an Apprentice 1-s{ 100· cash. I have,-in many i-ns~ances lHely, ob-
jected to r·educing this sum, c;hief ly wi_th a design to reduce the number of 
my apprentices. ,_,a 
One of the most popular agencies in the young Republic for the ad-
vancement of chemical studies was th~ Chemical Society of Philadelphia 
which was founded in 1792, It was probably t~~ first such society in 
•• 
.. • ·-' • ·~ -~· •• • • :. ' -· ' • -
-.~: ' • ..:. • • .~ •• • -·. • •• .;a; ... 
t1 
.,_., 4 
---····-··-------.. --·-·-.. the ..woi:ld ,. .. ancl_...U.. was.-t.ne-..ea*iest -wh!eh-··la&ted-for-. any·-length -of-time, . · · 
and the first to publish a journal on chemical subject·s:-9· ·1t' is not de.:. 
finitely known who founded the Society, but its founding had generally 
. 10 been credited to James Woodhouse. Recently, however, ·a letter has been 
uncovered in the College of Physicians Li~ary ___ in Philadelpltia w\lic1:i seems 
..... 11 to show that the Society was founded by John Redmad Coxe, and that WoQd-
house did not join the Soci-ety until after his appo-intment as Professor 
7 ~ Rusb 99.1l~~tJ9P -~ Ridgeway L!brat:y~ Pb.t l~d!}l.phla , . .,. 
-8, Quoted from a cop~ of the letter as it appeared in ~. tfa&• ·llisJ:. ~ fsiog., XXXV, p. 501. 
. . 
~ _. .• • .. . 
.• ~- ~+ ~~ • A ~··.. ~·~~ ............. :.;~z...,~~-~ ......... ~::_ ';.~- ,.~ ~ • .- ......... ~~~ . ._. ~ - $" ~o~~'t!t~i.! ~!~..;tv~o: i.Ji~~lir Lit::r soci.eties see wynonam t11Ies, ~Ear .LY 
. " • 
. ; 'l _,_ American Chemical Societies", Ch)!lllia, III( 1950) pp. 95-9·6. · , I~ 10. Smith, Woodhouse, p. 39. t,E 
,~_l. Wyndham Miles, ~n.lohn Redman Coxe and fhe Founding of the Chemical I ;; Society of Pennsy 1 vania , " Bu 11. Hj st, H!!!!,. , XXX, ( 19 58) pp-;~ 469-4 7 2. 1 ·; 
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of Chemistry~_at. _ the __ Univ.ersity o·f Pe?nsylvani~, -· Woodhouse·, ·,however, 
was very active in __ ~lte Society,_ and,_ from1797 ~til the demise of the 
Society around--1808, he served as Presid.ent and was on· several ·committees 
working on sci~nt:tftc ~uh;Jecte.12 ~ 
Under ~is guidat_1ce, · the Society u~dertook _ a progr~_ of ~~-' lyzi.11g __ 
any mineral specimen ·sent to it. fllis study began in 1797 w~~,n a notice 
·1· > 
appe~red in several newspapers and journals in the country_ s'tating: 13 
-
--- -- -
. ·---------------·---- - --·--·------~-- --
- ----------
---- - - --
In consideration of the general utility that would result from t~e_citizens of the United States being able to procure, free from expense, an analysis of any <>J:es or mineral substances-,-The Chemical Society Of Philadelphia; ••• passed the following re-
solution: 
~Resolved, that a conunittee of five members be appointed, 
whose business it shall be to notify, in the different papers 
of the Unit--ed States, and by circular letters, that they will give an analysis of all minerals which may be s-ent t-hem. 
In conformity to the ~hove resolution we hereby give notice that we will analyze any mineral which may be sent to us ••• accom-panied with an account of the place and situation in which it was found. 
' 
------------·-·------·-----~~-~~~~u~e:~~~~!_ appear s __ ~~--~h!_~----~o~~-te~-~----~-~---·=-·-·------=~-~--~~-,-
---·--· Betweerf lugusf first -ana Novemoer ni1itn 1793 -tne- aeaaly ano\tra8-rc·-
yellow fever spread through the city of Philadelphia carrying away five • 
thousand inhabitants. 
- -- -"~ ,._!__ •• ~~- - ---- ---·· .• -- ·-· ·----· - ·-·· . ····-· ·-
_ -lt this time Woodhouse, who- was living iQ the ,Southwark disp-~~~ -- ----;-------·--------"----
-··--·-
of the city, was cal~~d qpon by R.ush to help with his patien-~s.14 
After Rush was stricken with the malady, he depended more on his assise-
12. Manti.en is • ..ad~ of liiJi'idhuuse starving as rresident from 1797 to 1801, 
rr,r.; ,a:::--· -
.· . .,"" ... -~. 
'1"1,.~ .ph"'-1-~~e::l-Pch·~~-,:i;n.+-~-,, ~~--~=·· ,~ .... :_,:.;., ,,~- ~.: . ,, ;,,!,\• --".._ •. ,'"::..._ __ .:__::,.". . -· •• ~~- • ,!,~ ~ ~;!~ -~. ,..__u~ -~m~.:~#,r4"·-.·.w.~~!·c:,~• ~-:.~:~ . ....... -..:· ...... -:·,:•"' ~-~ ... "lo)-.- .•. ----
-
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.,;&;,,~' .. .,...,.~-·-- ...... ".i,'"'49'·- • ..... .( ... ; ... ··--- •••• _..._ ___ ~- ··~ .• ·~' -··--. ""Ii , -··. 
· 13. Medical Repository,-!, 543:-544, Weekly Magazine .Q!_Original Essays, Fugitive Pieces ~ Interesting Intellig-ence I, 32; Philadelphia Monthly Magazine I, 177. 
,, 14. John H. Powell, Bri_n~ Out Your Dead, ( ~949) ~ R_~ 34. 
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. . Annan, ·to help with hi.$ patients •. Throug)o~~ lt:Lf:l 1~~~~,~- to _11!~: :~fe. 
Rush makes reference to the work of Woodhouse in , _combatting toe- -c11s~ 
ease. 15 Rush b_elieved tri . ~ ~y~_tem of bloodletting, purging,: and in - - ---- - -- ·- - -·----------- - - ·-. - - --· ---- --
-having the patient swallow- a mixture. of ten gra-ins each o~- calomel 
and j~l~p. 16 - Ru&h said of wcjodhouse ttiat lie baa- been "veey ·useful -.. ----------·--··--------·-··----·· --· 
- - !I-.. 
- ·-···· •- ....... .. 
.. 
- --
" 
to me in v~siting a number of patient~.n17 
"' The plague caused the· death of James Hutchinson, Professor of 
GhemistJ:"y in -the Medical .School o_f Phtlad~~Plt.f.• ~nd o~. Tuesday, J~u-
ary 7, 1794, Dr. John Carson was chosen as his successor • . Unfortunate• 
--· ------------. -·--·---
. 
-. 
--- ·---· ----------------~--
ly, before he co_uld undertake his duties in the new position, the· 
fever also ·struck him down. 
On Jun, 4, 1794, ~he -renowned chemist Joseph Pries~-ley arrived in 
America,· and the Trustees of the Medical School offered him the vacaut 
chair of Chemistry. However, Piiestley, fresh fr-om -the riots of . 
. - . ~ -.:..- ~:._ , -~,-.. 
-
Birmingham, apd seeking a quiet_atmosphere ·that he might pursue his own 
. . ~ r esearcTi'"'-cte"crfneatne"~posilI"on 1ma·reetrmt""to-fforthumber land ..t!A..-...... ______ ..... _ .. ___ _ , ' . 
"'"~""'' J 
h i i R 'h' 18 av ng wr tten to us: 
When I began to. consider the difficulty and iresomeness 
of a journey to· Philadelphia at this time of year, and especi$l-
-· --iy-ne obligation I_ should be under of~ s1iencl1ng -· fonr"-months -of ___ -- --
every year from home., ••• my heart failed me. ,. 
It -is-- interesting to note that the land upon which Priestley set-
tled was the same land that Woodhouse had sold to ·ausb in 179-2 fer. the .. ., . . . -. -~·----;-~ .. ----·- .. ··-;··-:· - .. _. 
sumo£ i!ve ihtflings. 13 .... Rush, ·in.turn, .. soid ii: to.Jo~epbPri~stley,Jr:, 
) 
"'· ~ e. -. ~ •. -~1 ~tf "-J.f :,i . · ~~i~ .J!£t;,t~r fJ~Jg.~ :~~,~~:')~ !;~:.t!~~ i:Jf·''~~-~~~~{·~mt~ ··slu&i~i~,:5 f~ ·?i ff~ 1;oiij .. II, pp. 712, 714, 715, 717, 718, 720, 723, 726,729, 733. 
·16. Powell, Bring~ Your Dead, p. 80. 
17. Letter. to Mrs. Rush in Butterfield, _·Letters, vol. 2 p. 712. 
· 18. Henry C. Bolton, ed., Scientific Corresp_f:?pdence of Joseph ~iestlex, p. 144. 
. . - . - - -· -
19. Smith,··Woodhousei p. 244. Also seep. 11 of this report. 
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"for 8 . V8luable COffSiderafiOii-fL""!-n-1794--&nd_J)r _! ___ Priestley purch_~Jed it 
· ' 20 
·for a thousand pound sterling-. -
As soon as Rush· heard t~~t Priestley ·had declined the chair of 
Chemistry he was .. eager that ·one of his pupils should have thi~ post. 
At the time -he seemed to favor John Redman Coxe for--i:he position. 21 ~ 
-
Ho~ever, when it had -s-eemed likely that Priestley would accept the 
. 
. 
... ---- .. -
Chai.r, Rush had ~ged Coxe to, .at.udy abroad .to .deepen his knowledge of ___ ._ -~----
chemistry. ·· When .Priestley refused the Chair, Rush had to look else-
where·~ since Coxe ·was in London. He then sought to have Woodhouse 
~ elected to the position and· on Tuesday, July 7, 1795, the election w~s 
carried out as ~-ltad---hoped •. Rush wrote the followi~g message to Coxe 
·----- ---···- ------------ --- ------22·- - -
on the election: 
I have great-pleasure in informing you that Dr. Woodhouse is elected Professor of Chemistry in our University ••• the ap-pointment gives great pleasure to all the student~. of medicine. To me it i~ cordial. His conduct as my pupil, and above all, his kindness, humanity, sympathy and services to me during the glowing autumn of 1793 has endeared him to me in a high degree ••• . . 
. I bave no fears for his success and reputation. He had genius, industry, knowledge and great steadiness of character. 
···-·· ' •. 4,_-.~,-- -~ .... ----.. ----··--· -----------·-···-·····-.. ···-······-····-.d'~---
~- •• ,.........._. __ L ........ .....,,,__ h•>-,• 
·-
., __ 
Bis. appearance as a teacher had been describecfliy BenJimin Stlliwan·.="-~~~~~---
Be is said to have been short w~th a rather florid face. Be was care-
-----~-----------ful of -his -- dress, !'-gimet:ally: he= wore -a= blue broadcloth-coat with metal----- . 
buttons; ·his hair was powdered, and his appearances were gentlemanly."23 
· Silliman was, however, more harsh in his evaluation of Woodhouse 
.. .:!It. ' ..... ~ 
-- ' . 
--·· . 
.. . ' iif 20. Rusli ·t~~~r.ded---tl1e ~.!~~~-a..~t.i~n~_t.h~~~~~Jla}..,&~eJr~~· --~~~.,:~-~::-- ... ~~ ~--~· ~-c -"·!l"". '"Se·e--smrc:·h;-tfooafiouse;*--p·:~t.-; · 11r1Erstley gives his figure in a letter 11 to Rush,· see Bolton, Scientifi,~ Correspondence, p. 142. i, ,~ 22. Smith, Woodhouse, pp. __ 61-62. I :.1 23. Benjamin Silliman, Reminisences as quoted in George P. Fisher, Life 
· 
1 
of Benjamin Silliman, vol.'·II, p. 101 • 
24. Ibid.,. vol. 2~ p. 101 • 
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Our Professor has not· the -gi·ft -of a lucid mind, nor of. high reasoning powers, nor of a fluent dicti.on; still we would 
_ understand him, and I ·soon began to i!lterprete phenomena for 
mysel~ and to anticipate the explanations. Dr. Wcodhous.e wa·s 
·wanting in ·personal° dignity'. and was' out of lecture hours-~---
sometimes jocose with the stud~nts.· He appeared when lectur--
.:.::_ iiig'f,' as if not quite at ease, as if' a little fearful that he · 
.. was not highly appreciated' as indeed ·ne was not very highly. 
I 
.._ 
\ 
-Caldwell, in his. Autobiography, presents a different p~cture ~f 
• Woodhouse as a chemist. He states that as soon as Woodhouse had been 
·- ------·- --~---------····k-,··-···- ·--··-~-.-·-~--------··--· --~-·- ··~ .. - . - ... 
elected to the Professorship- he began to prepare himself fot the duties 
of his new post, and soon became so p.r:.o.ficient in his experiments that 
Priestley tendered a compliment and "d·id no~ hesitate to pronounce him 
----~----------·--·---·-·--·-·--···-------··----·---·-- -··- - . . 
·- .. . ............ - - ·- .... __ _ 
----------- -
.. ·- ,. - - -- -- .. ----
equal, as an experimenter, to anyone he had seen in either England or · 
25 France." 
. ··-- ···-·-·---· ... -·· -·--··· --- ··-·-....-. ..... ·---- ...... --··-·· - ·-·-- ---·-·-· -·· - . - -·· 
The extant manuscript·notebooks of Woodhouse's lectures show that 
he -depended upon Rush to only ~ slight extent. 
.•. 
· Three student· manus·crip·t notebooks of Woodhouse' s chemical lee-
-------··---_____,_....--~. ·~-.. ~ . __ --·-~ ---·=ce" . .,--.---~.·-----
~yr.e.s-bave-been"_:Iound~-u=- -Two ·ar~ -u·ridat~d: ·-~ne bears the date 1809, 
the y~ar be last le~~ured. Two of the notebooks have fifty-nine lec-
tures transcribed, the fyll CQU_rse that Woodhouse presented. The lee-
.;..; 
tures are principally on strictly chemical subjects, e.g., Soda, Acids, ___________ _ 
---- --~ -----------~~ -:-__ - t~r,:~~ ---------·-·--------- -~---·---~· -·- - -·· ~~~~ 
' 
. G9ldJ Silver-1.. Borax, etc •. Of ___ the fifty-nine le.ctures. only-two-~- -en----
animal substances. This is·in marked contrast with Rush who attempted 
to spend as much time as-possible o.n topics mut~lly related to medi-
·-
.... ... .... .... ~ ............... -. ..., -.... .... . -
.... cine and ch;mistry. - It can ·be' defir.itely stated that -Woodhouse' s lee-
26. Ms twenty-nine lectures signed by Clifford Clark in library of the Universit_y of' Pennsylvania School· of Medicine. Ms two 0 volumes con-taining fifty-nine lectures in library of the College of Physicians, Philadelphia.· Two volumes co11taining fifty-nine lectures signed s. SolIUller in the E.F. $mith Collection at the University of·Pennsylvania. 
\ 
:1··· -· 
fl !) if: i: i :::1 t ii 
------··-
. , 
~-------
r -------~;..:-._ w·':t'>·,r~.~~ . . . ', . . ·. .. · . . ..... 
-- - - -------- -------· ~- ·------- . 
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tures departed .from the lush tr~dition of interr:eiating '"cbemistry .. and 
' ' 
medicine. 
Woodhouse, it app·ear·s'; was more concerned with chemistry as a 
s·cience in itself than in its utility to -the physicians. '?his. outlook 
by Woodhouse prompted Rush to state in his "Commonplace Book'' that 
"Though a medical Professor he (Woodhouse) scouted· the utility of medi~------------ ----
cine upon al 1 o~casions. n27 
"'--····· ·--·--·-·-· . --------------------- ---- - ----- ---- -----· -- -- --------······--··· -----·--·----------·····-·--·· --····------·-········-·-··········--·········· -----·---··-···- -·-· - ........... -· ---·-~ ·-·-
. Early in his career Woodhouse acc_epted the "new" chemistry of the 
French-·School in preference to the Scot-tisn and English ideas as expres-
sed in Rush's notes.- That he firmly believed in the.theories he taught 
- ---------·-··-·- -------····--·-- -~---~---------~--
----~-----
will be seen in•a later chapter discussing his writings • 
. . Tilt constant acttvtty -of Woodhous-e·:·1:n ~emical pursuit:s·,--:ana;tbe 
knowledge # that under his direction it was possible to conduct actual 
laboratory experiments, had their effec~. No.t ~nly ~~µ4ejltf of .. med.iciAEt,,,a , .. , • - . _. .. - ·-.....! ~ .• ~-· -·-. 
• • _, .. ., 
but also stQ(ients who preferred-c.bemistry,-seeking advatretrmenr--Thcne - · · --
science alone, gradually caused a number of eager and capable young men 
to gather around him in search of a deeper insight into their favorite 
subject. · 
Among these -students was Robert Bare,--- desttned to become one of 
.Aµiefica-t·s leaairig' cliem"tst·s of the nineteenth century; Benjamin Sil.ii.man, 
John __ Bryant, Thomas P. Smith, Thomas Brown, and-George Lee. The name, 
')0 Uii1veriiii:y but are..B!e.served .. itL9t~., resgrds i~. the MG~~~J.. ... ~ ·-Tkt~--:......-c·. ·-- .... -~; ~ .............. ~ ..... t. ..... , :~ .. --"'"· .. ~ *' «IIC! . .... f! ..... ~ ........ ~- ~~-...... 
etudents did n.:;~aue an entire medical curriculum, but purchased · 
27. Benjamin Rush, Commonplace Book as contained in his Autobiography (Princeton, 1948),p. 20. 
28. Edward P. Cheyney, History of ~ University Bf Pennsylvania, p.211. 
. ' 
-·-~-- -- .:·.1.::-:-_. __ :_'-
: : . - r.: :' , . .'· 
··. ·'''• ... , ,. . . 
,, l '; 
·- -
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. . 
"tickets'' for the courses given by Woodhouse, and, doub·ttess, spent· 
~re ~e ·on -che~s-trr1:lian did ·reg~lar medlcar·s·tudents~-!9----Aif.-of-. --------- ~- - I 
The lectures of Woodhouse were given in Anatomy Hall.·· 'fhe l9W-
er story was the __ chemical laboratory and the upper story served as 
a lecture hall. Silliman has given us a description of ~he building. 38 . 
-
. 
- --- - - ---
-
----------
- - ---··---------- -
· · -· --- --~tther-ot these. EH:ft·aolf"idunen-ts was equal to· the dignity and 'importance of the Medical School, and the 
-------
··- · ·····- -- ··accommodattons-···in-both--were-ltmited; the lee ture-tooms 
-
--- - -·-· --
- - -------....··-·-·-··· - . -cC - =--~=-
' were not capacious enough for more than one hundred or 
_____ oi:ie hundred and twenty pupils, and there was a great deficiency of extra room for the work, which was limited 
to a few closets. 
-- ------------·-·woQdh-ous-e--emphasized the laboratory part of his course. This is 
one of the directions in which he was an innovator and is one of the-----
reasons that explains ·the popularity of his course.31 In 1797 he col-
lected a number of the experi-ments · and published them i~ a v.~l~~~ .,~-
-.. ••• • .: -· ; J. .• ·-· ··-. .... -. -~·. ~· •• _ .• ,_ • - • ~ ., • ' 4 • 
t:f tled "Tb&. ¥oung Clte1!11sts '·· J.>odtet Comp_a~ton"-wtncli ·was "1-!1 all p'ro---... 
bability the 'first published guide in experimentation·for chemical 
students. 1132 
The Medical Repository, reviewing the book, said: 33 
-·-·- ---···~-··The performance before -us---affords a new ·proot·or· the prevalence of a.taste for chemical researches in the United States. And it is one of the circumstances of reconunendation 
·· ·or ·tne "Young Chemists' Pocket Companion'', that it is intended 
to advance t~ knowledge of that science by facilitating the 
means of making experiments and of.interpreting and underst::a.nd-~ .. ...,._.. - , ... ,:,.. .. o.iaa, I• ., •4 -,.c - "I--~ 
- '~ C4'.~~ l.,~ '-"W 
~.A~•?tr- ,' -·. - -, ·,., .. -··p 
. ·7 
-:11 
29 "-" ....... '·'- -dhou- n 7? · · 
-- ~ _ • lol'-Y..,.'-Ot \'VU_U .... tie, r ·• ., • .at, -.. ..i;..... :::;.._..,,., • ..._ _ ....... _ ,.._ "'••=---""t-....;; ,,. 
~!'-~ .,.~ ~- Ja.~M:'?:ttmcr,1 ,- "Rt:1ftll-i~is1:aces\t~irg~:r;ir1Mler ~·etrtion-; ~iienTamin ·siiiiman, 
n"' 1 1 - , nn 
,, v .,_ • .._ ) Ii' • .L. '-'V • 
31. Smith, Woodhouse, p. ~6. Also Theodore Hornberger, Scientific Thought in the American Colleges,. !638-iaoo, · p. · 10. 32. Smith, Chemistr:y in America, p. 76. 
. ...... _ .. ___ _ 33. Medical Beposit9ry, vol. I, p. 235. 
.. - L -_ ---------·---~---------~- - -- -- ---------------~--~--~·-- ---~--·----- - ___ .......::...-~·==---- - --~-· 
-- -- ~-------- - -----~----- ------ --- -
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18 
The number of detailed experimen~s which Professor 
Woodhou~~e~_is one hundred; in which he explains 
the.properties o-f a1r;--o1--~o!_ __ alkalies, of acids, 
of eartbs and metals. 
~------------' 
We recoIIID1end it to the students ••• especially if-·They 
pursue it in. connection with such systemat"ical works as 
those of Lavoisier, Fourcroy and Chaptal. 
In addition to gui.ding the Chemtcal Society, Woodhouse was .elected 
to the American Philosophical Society in 1796, and became active in· · 
its ~~f~!~~ un_t!_l __ ll.~s de_ath!_ _·_ -~.a s~~~-~- ~~ vario1u1 times. a~t Secretary, 
and Councilor and on one occasion was chosen annual orator.34 Also, 
at the request ·of the Society, he repeated a series of experiments in 
. connection with if-communie-ation. __ ~~esented by E. J •. DuPont De Nemours, 
-··---·-·-~~ 
·---·--------
"On the utility of the oxygenated muriatic acid--gas in recovering ani-
mals from asphyxia." 
In 1802, when· he he_ld the position ·of Dean of the Medical School, 
Woodhouse made a trip to Europe and came to know many of the Continental 
scientists. .Studying their work provided him with the eppor-ttuni-ty "Of 
,_ 
---·---·----------""'""="e-==''1ol...""l'o•••··~···-·- --·-.-·~---,-,-~--"=-'·"~- ,,=-on ~------c===--='----'--'""='··=:·""'°- - . . ... - -· . - - -,. . 
------••V••'<""""°'-,.n..,...;:.,:;..,..,..., ...... U;..n,s.T~~...,'""""''··-•:-··-•-·-··•-·" •··_- _ 
-~--- -· • \l -
-----·-···-~·-·-·1,i,oadening his interests and he returned to Philadelphia in the fall of 
1802 with many notes ~nd some new apparatus which he used in demonstra-
tions in his lectures. 35 
The yeai'--"1802 ·· also saw the publication of an Amet:'ic~n edition of 
----- ----------·--· .. ---···-----····-······-··--·-·· ·-· ---- ·-·-·-- ··-- ,. ______ .. - ----~~~--~-
-~~---
"Parkinsog's Ch~cal Pocket Book" edit-ea by .Woodhouse. In 1807 he re-·· 
vised Parke's "Chemical Catechism", and published the fourth· edition of 
Chaptal' s "p;_lements of Chemistry" .. To the latter works he had added 
-r·· .-~. . 
~~~~'i\tt•P~~w-~t.;:a-.....a-.,,.w::w""""'----· ·..._, ............ = .... -~ ... -it ....--_.....,. _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 _34. Woodhouse served as councilor in 1802, 1805, 1808, and as Secreta~y 
in 179g. . See Pni_ ceedings .. American_ Phi losgJ?._1tical _$_ocietv XXJ.l. nt. . -. -~~'\111!",.~~-,~ ...... \.,,.Ri~ .... ~. _,r,r~.~.,i-,...., .......... 4- • .-~.,....,-."!.~,._...-~~- ...,..._. ,,:.- •· C. s_ 
--· ..... -·-·--~- ~ 1_Za;: ·l.;,~Jr"cieu'l'11g;::;·~-·-µv.·,...l;7 ~i:c, ,, .. _ . .,:,i:,9 .-b~-~~: - ~,"- ..... ,.,._ · ·-· ..... --~ -"--~;;;.--:- ·... -
35~ Smith, Woodhouse, p. 185; also see Silliman, Reminisences in the 
Fisher edition 1 p. 102. 
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··~ .. . 
-~rJY notes and· additi·ons not found in the 'original edit~on. ___ _: _· J 
. 'J:hr_gugbou~ -the -first -years of the -n~n~tl!'e:t~ ~en~ur;~o~~us8 ----_ '. ) 
~:=:~f:=~==~ --~----- I 
.. 
ever, when in the ptime ·of his liie--only fhirty~-eigbt years--old-·and 
--- ·-·------·- ··-----------4~~· ----------· 
···-------~---;_---;· 
. 
after a/career of on-1-y-_-fourteen years, he died .on Sund~y,_ J~t1~__!,.,_J~O~ 
after a sh~r~ ~-1.lness. \ The caus.e of_.death was of f.icially- li-s-t-ed as-
apop ~~~-~-- .. _ --~--- . 
Although his career was short, Woodhouse in those few ye,rs had 
~erform.ed many and varied. experiments ranging from. the highly theore-
tical work on oxidation to the practical value of ~high antracite 
..f 
over the ·coal of other regions. 
, . 
The following chapters will be devoted to a study of his major 
areas of work. -and a short evalu~tion· of his place in the history of 
• ,,,.·if~~t~;. ----~' --·-'- .. , .. c~'-'-'; .· .. ,"·.•. ! .• · ~-·•: •• -~,:.~:..: ••. =:--.~---' ·==-········-~·••• ·~-~:·_:.._ ~ •: ·.' ·=--,.v==-~~w~ ~~,' • ,--,•- :_;_ _ , ___ _:.,,~~~~ 
-_ :~ -~ -Eii~::~~~; , ..-''" ~c ~---=·- --1§:ffi~rt~atf . .aiern{s~frY:. S~ce his c-on-t-roversy-wi th· -~J-os-ep1t ?tl'e!ft.ley coii~ ~ 
·.• ~;,~:~·''··:'ti:(~:· ~ . 
tains his most noted series of experiments, it will be discussed first 
and his other experiments will follow • 
--------------- _____ ., _________ .....---'--~ 
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Science at~-,t_e t:o g~n~~liz,a, ~bis is~ to ___ a_c~ofliDlOdate a -- lai-ge · 
-n~ of seemingly diverse phenomena under bi;oad theories which ·will 
explait:1 the observed events_. In the eighteen~h century this tendency 
to gel)eralize was ce,ntered 011 · ·the problems connected -with combustion 
. and from· it arose the theory whi~h is_ known as phlogiston, the principle 
of inflmmnability. ·-
-'?he phlog-iston theor.y -had first- .been- ---enunciated ~---J-.----J.-.- -Becher 
who died before the theory was well formulated. His work was taken 
over and continued by G. ·E. Stahl. It was reft to Stahl to systematize 
a 
and formalize -the theory and Ile accomplished this t() such a degree that 
the theory was generally received with -fa~or and was able to dominate 
chemistry .for over half a century. It commanded the assent of chemists 
and was ad~pted and defended by some of the most respected chemists of 
the nineteenth century, and he died believing in the truth of phlogis-
ton, _even though Lavois_ier had come forward with an alternate, simpler 
theory by 1789. Although .. the phlogiston theory is erroneous in the · 
light of modem ~owledge it did serve to sy,tematize many of the chemi-
' -----····· eal pbenomena·-or the efgfiteenth century,· especially In a qualitative -
manner. 1 
. The lineage of the t~eory could be traced back to the alchemists-
capable of being burned, and this hypothetical substance was a consti-
_-· __ .----.--·-· ---::--· 
~- . . ~ • ......,.... c.~ 4- ~f'·· .r· - ... ~ ~.- .:3t:· ~ • .-.,,, ·- ... ~ . ~~~;;_ ,.},._ :;'~-~..; ./!';.\ .. ~"':.i.--a, --~ ~ ~~~ 'I!!!!" ~~~ ~ ~ .... ~ ......... _;-~i.£;-.· ca_.,.._ .. ..__ _..,_..., ... ---:-.,._;, ._... ... - __ ,, ._...,... • ....._~ .._ .... ~ .. 'Ill• ,,..... • ..... .._ ._ 
tuent of all matter. This principle of combustion was termed by Stahl 
I. James Bryant Coiianf;·---nTlie·overthrow of the Phlogiston Theory", 
Harv.ard Case Histories in .Experimental Science, Case, 2~ p. 13-l4. 
-~ 
.. 
. . 
·, ' 
' ,., 
... ·- -- - ---·-- ~ ·---~-, 
.:.. --~ - . . -
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--- -·--_: ~- __ :-___ _ 
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-
.phlogiston. Accorttins to the theory, when metals are calcioed (heated 
in airl they give o·ff phlogiston, whic~. is absorbe~ by the surrounding· 
aii;, leaving behind a- :w;esidue of unburnable material (meta_llic oxide). 1$ 
- • 
-
. ' 
. _ ~onversely, from. a metallic cal.,t ( oxide-) the metal could be recova-ed 
... 
. 
' by burning it in the presence of charcoal; tl1e metal was believed to 
have absorbed p~logiston in the process. from t~e charcoal which, having 
' -
almost completely. disappeared, was regarded as almost p~e phlogiston. 
The fact that combustion soon stopped in an enclosed space was used as 
evidence that.the enclosed air could on~y absorb a definite amQunt of 
the phlogiston. Once the air had become completely saturated with. 
phlogiston it would n& longer·-- serve w- support ·combustion of iily··--mater·r;;·-- ·-----
al, nor could l;!ir saturated with p11i-0giston support life, for the role 
of air in respiration was to remove phlogiston f~om the body. 2 
In general, any substance which would burn in air,was said to be 
~ ' . - / ~ ._ .•- .. - . ;.. . ' .. 
. . 
· · ··ricli,=rn-·pntogtifon ~-----···Tn,is~~plitog=rscon ·~sitisY1ecr·-,c11e··---c11te·~"nftfU'trement-;-----~--
f imposed on any· new theory, namely, that it must account for ·the experi--
mentally observed facts, and be able to fit the .diverse phenome.na into 
a unifi(¥1 wh9le. 3 
file phlogiston theory was generally aceept;ed at the time of the _______ _ 
American Revolution and served as the basis of the chemistry_taught i~ 
the colleges of the emerging nation. 4 The lecture notes of Professor 
Samuel Williams as preserved in the B-arvard Univ~sity Archives can well 
- -
... .., ............... ---- ...................... -.8 ..... _ - -
serve as an illustration. The following is a quote from a lecture re3d 
- --------~---·- .. ___ _ 
- -· ---- ------- -- --- - - ----- --- ---~----~------------ ------~~--------
--·--------------- ----
····----·,-,---.. -....,.....--~---------......... :...-"--·::..-.·; ... , . .' -.. . 
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23 
. . 5 to the undergi;aduates in.May e,iery year from 1785 to "1788.··· 
Amo~g the various kinds of permanently elastic Fluids 
we may begin with ColDillon or Atmospherlcal Air. Atmospheri-
cal air· is that which we· breathe, with which is common to 
every country and place ••• with which we are constantly sur-
rounded, ·,what is worthy of particular observation, connnon 
or atmospherical air is generally charged ·with a large . 
quantity of Fire of ·Phlogiston •••• By Phlogist;on we mean no 
more than the principle of Inflammability; or that by which 
bodies become combustible or capable of burning .. .-and that 
there is such a principle ••• may be easi·ly represented. 
Take some combustible· substance and let it be inflamed· 
or set on fire: In this state enclose it in.a vessel con-
taining a small quantity of atmospherical air. Effect. 
The combustion will continue but a small time and then cease. 
Part of the combustible substance is reduced to ashes and the 
other part remains entire. And the Air appears to be.changed 
or altered •••• Here th~n we have <1: rep.resentation of what the 
chemists call Phlogiston and o.f the Air's being loaded with 
it. In the confined air the combustible matter continues 
burning unt-il the air becomes loaded with something that pre-
vents any further combustion. And being confined by the 
closeness of the vessel whatever t_he matter be with which the 
air is loaded it is confined within the vessel and cannot 
escape •••• 
It seems therefore f~om this Experiment that Phlogiston 
. must be a real Substance and that the air is loaded or sa·t.;. 
urated with it ••• is it not evident that so long as the air 
· --- ...... - ..... _ ... ,can .. receive this substance from the combustible matter so 
long Wi 11 the b~dy .. ~Ont inue burning; . arid flilft as· soon· as -the 
Air is saturated and can· receive no more of the Phlogiston, 
the combustion must cease for no more Phlogiston-can escape 
or be thrown out from the burning body. And therefore when, 
fresh air is admitted to receive Phlogiston, the combustion 
will again t-ake -place.. And hence are det'ived the phrases 
----•---·---'-••-.- •• .....-•• ·- ..• .,.__..._--,M.,.• 
... __ of __ phlogisticatep c!Pd depblogisticated au.. ,B¥ phlog.isti- -- .. ---·---·-----
cated air. is intended air which is charged or loaded with 
Phlogiston and by dephlogisticated air is meant Air which 
is free from Phlogiston; or which does not contain this prin-
ciple or element of inflammability. · 
The phlogiston theory ran into difficulty in attempting to explain 
....... ~ ..,. ... ~ ...... ....~--~ ....... -.....0.: ....... - _...._ --..:Ot .... ~ .:e,_ ..:,ftM.. II!!!!.":-··-·-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
··-····--·· the increase in weight of a metal when it ~as bur~e~. =-:".~ __ bfated t.n ~ 
_ .• d ,.,. i'>' ~:trig••••,...,.., - ·~• . .. ,. ·t-~ .,. .-.~ ~ ... •·tJ:.~• ... ....._ •.. _,,,.. ,,11, ... ._r , . .,. ..... .._,1. <tr<"~ ..... , ~ "f-..r,,,.'~;: ., ._ 4• 
_ -~ 
. r .·--'~4:-:S·'w-.,~ ·~~~ - ~- ·~~ . ~afi~thr~etil W8i°-thOUglit~O~giVe~ UP "phiogfSt()Q,. tc) .. the·~a1r--leayii,g .. ~-be--:._-: :_r___ ~,.~ .. ·-
• 
S. Conant, ,22. cit., p. l?-16; also see I. B. Cohen, ''The Beginning of 
Chemical Instruction in .America: A Brief Account of the Teaching 
tlf Chemistry at Harvard prior to 1800" ChYffiia, III (1950) ,P35 
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bind 1Jnly the_ unln.gnabte reilclue~ - nrs ·res~aue was -row1· to w,figll~l ,.. . 
more than. th~ original metal. Since it had lost phlogiston. the chem• 
ists were forced to state that the phlogiston levitated, that is, pos-
. 
. 
sessed the property_of negative weight.· Thus to the hypothe~ical un-
discovered substance phlogiston was added another even more bypotbe-
- s- - -- - .. 
- ··------~-.---- . 6 ) t-ica-1- -i-dea- o.f, phlogiston- -exhib-iting negative--we-igbt-.----- -- ·--- --·--
The phlogiston theory had been- fo~lated and acc-epted during a 
period marked by a rapid i--ncrease i.n chemical knowledge. Elements were 
no longer thought of as_ being different from the material employed in 
laboratoi::y experiment-a. With the growth of the concept that elements 
were the same as.compounds, chemists came to believe that they should 
~ 
obey the -same· laws and rules.·- It· bec$1le increasing.ly more difficult to 
disregard inconvenient fac~s when formulating a general theory. 
It was .impossibl~. ~.~ _ ~gri9r.!. -~~, gy_@@.li9n._.o.f the increase of weight .. ... a , . =.. • • •• , ., ... >,- • • • t •• - .·· . I ••• • - s--· • · 
. 
when a metal was burned and a great amount of work was expended_ J;_o._~ex..• -·--·-- .. -. • 
. 
. • . . - -- .~ .. ,,._,-.,=,.•· .. 
plain the phenomena. The th~o~y-- ~lch satisfied many .was put forth by 
• • 
Boyle an.d Boerhaave, namely that fire particles were taken· up during the 
calcination pro·cess. Others confused density and absolute weight and 
eince·tmo·calx had a 1ower·c1enat~-s:: a~s:'t must haVe been lost._·--~ 
~ 
, However, it was not until gases were recognized as. di$tinct~ chemic.al 
c011q>oµ_114s, p<>,s~ssing iadi,ridual characteristics, that a valid attack 
... -- ~... ..,... . .,,,._ 
constant revisions and the n~w knc;,w.iedge hurried the demise of the~ 
concept. 
6. Henry M. Lei.cester_, II!! Histor.ica-1 BackfFRund .@!-Chemfs:~ry, · p-125; -
· also William Wightman, The Growth B! Scientific Ideas, p. t83-184. 
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-· flte-h!&tor-y-o~--:c-he--:re-~n . of the- phlogiston: tbeory~gtns 
with the experime.nts of _Joseph Black. Up to this time gases had been 
. -~ -----:-~-::--:__--:---------=--=-~:------=---=-----:::-:--=---~=-=-~---·-· ·----------·-··-···--·--···--··--thought to be nothing· but· varietie~ of air differi~g ·. slightly but all 
esuntial~y the same. In 1755, Black was able to isolate a gas which 
differed markedly from ordi~ry air Jnd thi~ he called 'fixed air' 
. {_~at.b.Pn dio~lde}~._ __ .]fe __ sliowea .. that ... i-t was -produce-4---in'.- the --eombuation---------·---··-----r.·---· ·····-·-N£ 
rl , of charcoal and in the process. of r9f1Piration. Then Henry Cavendish 
in 1766 discovered the existence of another air which he termed 
'inflammable air' (hydrogen) ·and beginning in 1772 Priestley i-solated 
seven other gases, among them. oxygen.- But h~. re~use~ .. to recognize 
'Ehem as being essentially different from air and described them as 
' 
' 
. . 1---~----·",.-different kinds of airl axygen be-ing '-dephlogis-ticated ·air-.1. -
Meanwhile in France, La!.O!!ier __ J1ad ___ b~en considering ~he probl•s 
somehow ·be invo lved---i-n---th~--combustion process ··imd-~--sueh-subs tanees . . ' 
--" ·--, - -- - --- --- -- --- -· 
. 
as sulfur and phosphorous combined with air when they were burned and 
that the increase in weight observed in the residue must be due to 
' this combination with air • 
.. ····--·------ --··---· --
··· ·-·---n a-. s~e-a-1,_..e__,a.--n-0.-:-t-e-.....,w.,,.h.-i.,.c ... h---.h_e_g_a-ve-_ ~t_o_t::-.h~e·--. S_e_c_r-et-_ary of the French 
Academy in November 1772, h~ ~tated: 8 
~-~~·-
ff }/~ 
·(\ 
-f:( 
f';.-, 
Jl
ti 
. 
. 
.. 
({ 
!t; 
I About eight days ago I discovered that sulfur in burning,. :; far from losing weight, on the contrary gains it; it is the lf same with phosphorous; this i~cr,~se <?.f. "!efgl}t ~r1.!es from n ,_ - l-
·- prod1g1ous·-<iuantity of air that is fixed during combustion and fL_. 
_:,.-:~~!-,L.,c:ro wid·! n-.! ... ,1::1~-.-.. ro.:. 
~, 
~ . --· 
- .-: . - . . . • "9'.. - ...... r ~ - .., 
 
~_ ........ .,.. ";f~· .... ~ ... ~ #:fa~ ...... ~ .. r<G_ ....... ..,.,,._._.-a;;~-~ .. ~~-~_,.-.,;...~.-__,__:~.""\C-':..- •• 
- i: So~-·~ea:, ;~o=-~~c~e;,-~ ·C;e:i~~;,. ~~7;.128; ~lso see J. R. . · . .. ... • Partington, !:_ Short History of Chemistry, 95-98; arui- Henry M-. ---------·------- l Leicestei, The Historical Backgrouqg_ tl Chemistry, 132-134 • 8. As quoted in-·con-ant;· Overthrgt;, of Phlogiston, p. · 16. 
.-;.,_~~1. ~·-·· .::- :·1. :-. ~ 
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~i~ disc~very, which I ,have established by experiments, that I ·regard as decisive, n~s led met~ think. that wha~ is 
· observed.in the combustion of sulfur and phosphorous may well take place_ in the case of all substances that gain_ in weight by combus~ion and calcination and I am persuaded that the in-
crease in weight of metallic calxes (oxides) is due to the 
same cause. 
Lavoisier continued his experiments and-in 1774 when Priestley 
-
- -· --
. visited him, the English scientist . described his latest discovery -
'dephlogisticated air' (oxygen); relating how he bad obt~lned it fr~----( ,_ 
heating the calx (oxide) of. mercury. 
-This communication fitted in with the experiments of Lavoisier and 
provided him with the clue he needed to_ unravel the true cause of com-
bustion. Be knew that a metal will absorb air as can· be seen in his 
communicatt-on qttOted above. · The metal after it had been ·burned left 
the residue of unburned substance after it (an oxide) • · Now Priestley 
.had~_-_s}io._wn him.,.tha~.- iL..tbta .. -0Jdde--wse ~humed-,,··k ~uld- · ·produce"·""-dr 
phlogisticated air'. 
----·-----·--------.. -------· 
Lavoisier repeated both his own and Priestley's experiments em-
' ploying mercury. He took a sample of mercury metal, beat:ed it in an 
enclosed space and noted the· amount of air that disappea~ed inside. 
--~--............. --..-----------4•~~~ 
after the combustion. He removed the residue and heated it still 
IV ft1rt~~~ ~n~ n~~g_d that an air was given Qff and metalli-e mer~ 
produced 1t Thu~ !t ~ ih~ ~Mt- ak wa·& ~ take1t ap -and ~el.eased 
,.,.. 
.was needed to explain the phenomenon.9 
• 
9'. Conant·, Overthrow of Phlogiston, pp. ~-18_-21. 
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. By lJ1 La~i~iel' had completed the e9.sentials of til!!! anti .. 
phlogistic theory and it can be stated in bi~ own words:10 
II:. • 
. 1. In every combustion there Is ai-sengaganent- o-f the cma-ttet:-
of fire of' of light. 
2. A body can burn only in pure air. 
3 •. There is destruction or de.composition of pure air and 
the increase in weight of the body burnt is exactly 
equal to the weight of air destroyed or decomposed. 4. The b_ody .. burnt changes into an acid by addition or the 
substance that increases its weight. 
S. Pure air is a compound of the matter of ·fire or light 
,,.. 
-·------ ____________ "with a base. In combustion the burning body removes 
--- --.t-hfi--bas-e --C,~lifcn· it1rrtr1i-cts-·111ore---strong-ly-.. --than--does ____ 1:he~__,-... - -
-
matter of heat, and sets free the combined matter. of - -------~-----~---·--·-----
heat, which appears as flame, heat, and light. 
His theory was not received without opposition, even by his 
contemporaries in the Frenbh Academy as is recorded irvthe Manoirs 
•-••-------~ -,--·-•---... ··- •• ~•r••" _,-,.••••''''>'.,._.,,,- .. ,•r•-
of the, Royal Academy for June 1.78 7. Instead of rejecting it, however, 
they agreed · tha ~ it should be submitted to the · tria 1 of time, and the 
AcadeJllY-gave .. it to-the wor-la ·wiflioue conuuenti-ng-on --i-t~ v-alidi~-·-~ l -. 
.'. - .. -. ~-·--· ---·---·-- . . . . . . 
.--·· --- .... 
It was not only the dqctrines of chemistry that called for re-
and inaccurate. Prior to this time the number of objects studied had 
been few and easily remembered. But with the discoveries of Black and 
Cavendish, the number of substances· in chemistry began to expand at a.·-----
ra_pid ra~-~ .. ~o~ sys.tematic mathod for naming the newly di_ac.over~d. 
C()Dlpounds was needed. Four chemists, deMorveau, Antoine Lavoisier, 
G Claude Berthollet and DeFourcrov laid the b~ete f~r .a new nouiencla"' ·-··•·t.·~ 
. t~e a11d U~&Seiifi:a~~ an4. F::A: Adet., \-Jho was l:1ter to become Awbassador) 
.. ,, ......... ......,. 
•. . 
---. _, ~ ..-. . V. ___ :.-t,~. *'~ ... _: .. ...--. -n.. ..... -~..,~ ~ ' ..at" ~' ~~ ........... ~ .. --~ ..... 164 ........ . 
~ .. .._,,...,~,,. ... ---~ .. ,_ . ~-·· --.~ .,.. --..- - --....- - --il,• 4...,, :::,e..r,!c • ... ~-~ '• ...._...,, 
. . 10. A·. Lavoisier, !!,e~. ~\caA. Roy. ~ci~; 1777: 592i Oeuvr~s~ II. 225; 
also see 1.R. Pirtington, "Berthollet and the Anti-Phlogistic Th:eory", Chymia V, 130, and ! Short History of Chemistry, 3rd edi-tion, 131. 
· -
ll,. Conant,· Overthrow of Phlogiston, p. 41. 
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to the United Stit_~~s_, ___ published _a table·-of th~ new symbo~s and chemi-
. 
. 
·cal characters formed on the principles of the new system. 
_ Wi_thin ·a_ short ti111e tl're- i_i~W cliemi-stry · and ·tts nomenclature was_ 
being dis~ussed in the countries o_f Europe, A.l!J@,_ and -the. American-__ . - - .,,·. 
s·ta-tes. Many of the outstanding chemists of the period refused to 
.. 
--~---bel.iev.e-in.-the uew t--heory-; Tobias towitz tn-ltus-sia, Black and Priestley 
~in England, Bethollet in-France.12 Gradually, however, most .. of these 
men were won over with tlie out:standing__.exC§~:~:J>tTi!estley___ . General- ------- - . ----===------------
--ty;tiiiY~~g;r ~ri~rat;:.:---of chemists accepted the new chend-etty much 
®J:'e readily., and soon began to·· teach it in the coll-eges. ·· 
------ . ---- --- --~- -----·-·--. 
Tfi1s pattern was fo.llowed in the United States. It is known from 
the writings of· Brissot de Warville' s New Travels· in the United States 
- --
_ .2!. America performed .!!l MDCLXXXVIII that Aaron Dexter, the. first pro-
-fessor of chemistry at Harvard, accepted the French system of chemistry • 
. i',,'. 
On D~xter he· wrote that he was a ''man of extensive knowledge and great·· 
. . 
·-·--
of ·the experiments of our school of chemistry. The excellent work of 
my respectable master, Dr. Fourcroy, was in his bands, which taught 
him the r4pid ~trides that this science has lately made in Europe. ~•-13 
The boo\ used by Dexter was probably Fourcroy's Lecons elementaires 
' 
. 
. 
_,_-....~ __ .. ___ . ___ ..... 
d 'histoire·naturetle .!l, de chimie,which ~ad beeq tl'ansla~d into_' English 
'in 1785. 
-· 
12. 
13. 
.. 
--
Henry M. Leice.stei;_,. ~'1he Spread of the 'Pbeory of Lavoisier .in Russi", -Chymia, V, 138; and "J .R. Bertllollet and the Anti-Phlogistic Thec:>ry" ~ cn--~-r-a v 130. . _ . . · · . 
-- -· . - -- . - :· --· ym , ' . . . . . . 
. Brissot de Warville, Quoted from the English translation, 2t1d edi-tion, I, 83-85. 
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No American chemist wrote or comnented extensively on the phlogis-
. . ~ ton and anti-phlogiston theories before the arrival of Priestley. 
After Priestley had declined ~he position of Professor of Chemi-
stry at the University of Pennsylvania and retired tci his home in 
-· . ·-·- . .---- --~ - ···- ··- - ....... --····-··-····-··---·· ···- - ---·· 
.. ·-· - ---·-··. -Nor-tliumDerland, fte 6egaii "fo experiment in a Slfttlll laboratory he_ had " 
built. 
In 1796 Priestley published his Considerations .sm !h! Doctrine of 
Phlogiston .!!!!!, !h! Decomposition .2£. Water which opened the discus,ion 
of the relative merits of the two systems of chemistry. 
In this pamphlet Priestley maintained that wbi.le the new chemistry . ' . 
holds .that metals are simple substances and on heating change to 
ca lxes b~cause of the absorption of · oxygen and· not to the departure o"l 
phlogiston, this is not universally true •. Turbith mineral, which he 
held to be an oxide of mercury, · does not undergo such a change but re-
-- --- - - -- ---~---.-- - . . 
_ -·-· ... -... - ... ..,~.· . .,,. - ,.,....,, ...... ..,h,_.,_.-.. w ...... .,_,,,_, __ ,...,,,.._ i ~ 
-
__ ,- """~ .. ..:....w,··~·-·,·•w··-··· .. - · 
'--qui--res .. ·-the-···presence--of inflammable air' charcoal or some ~ubstance 
-· that contains phlogiston. When iron metal is heated by the rays of 
the sun passing through a lens, the air inside the ves.sel is dim.fnished, 
the iron becomes a calx, and something possessing a very strong odor is 
I 
0 
·------ ----· ·----- ·-- ----- -- ---
.. ------- ------------
emitted •. Priestley maintains that the iron not only attracts something 
. ·but at tlie ____ siffl!!--time-It gfves up something, and the substance that it 
give-s.·up is phlogiston. Be also states that the cllange in· the confined 
- ltiP "'t8 ~ due t6 the separacion ana fixation of'~ the ox;gen aruf' that the ...... 
ton and dephlogisticated air (oxygen). When metals are disolved in acid, 
1. Joseph Priestley, Considerations gn. the Doctrine of· Phlogls_~op 
published at Philadelphia in 1796. 
- .. -
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. 
the inflamnabl~ air (hydrogen) produced does not come from_.the decompo-
sition of water but from the phlogiston emitted from the metal ~nd 
that in the case of the supposed· decomposition of water by hot iron, 
the· inflammable air comes from- the_ decomposition of the -iron and- not 
from_ the water.* 
.. --- --- -------~---
----· ----- -- ----Priestley also states that ·all the exjierlments that have been 
performed·-upon the decomposition of water can be explained by the 
phlogiston theory.--- According -to---hi-m,--the- classic ~---of---pas--.c-----------------------
sing water through a red-hot iron tube, the finery cinder (iron oxide) 
form~c! !~--~ ~~bination---0£ iron and water------and·-not -tron· and· oxygen 
and that the inflanmable air produced is phlogiston from the iron unit-
ed to the undecomposed w~:~~J" and is not hydrogen from the water. Fur-· 
I J~ ;.,., • 
ther, he· states the same principle t~t al lows inflsnmable air to re-
duce the· ~ealx of a me-tal exists in charcoal · and in otheY combustible 
·., 
common principle is phlogiston. 
---
_In the first volume of. the Medical Repository; Samuel Latham 
Mitchell.reviews the pamphlet and sets the scene for the coming discus-
2 
sion. , 
The worthy and indefatigable author of the pamphlet be-
fore us, since his arrival in America, continues his chemical 
labours, and appears as zealous as ever to promote the pro-
gress of science •. 'it must give pleasure to every philosophi-
cal mind to find the United States becoming the theatre of such 
- • ... iat~est.oing dhscus-siarr as now uc(:up"'ies -Some of 1:he leading chem-
ists of the day"!~"! 
· 
_ 1,--
·-
.. 
-~ ,. , .. ~"' •'<·'>';, , .. ~·· , 4• 
.. ~~ ........... ~.r- rs; ;;~.~~l, • •' 
--- -t1~-~tf-~'tiii1;~~~7Jfi:ii~~iif~~~!!i~~-fi:~:lti~y':£i~s~f~~~~;e~~g~""~Th~~"~;J~ .. --- ·.- · 1E· 
theory of Lavoisier being the correct version. 1a"I 2. ~edical Repo:itory, I, (1798), 21~. The Medical Repository a· f_: journal initiated under the auspices of Samuel Latham in 1797, ?A 
was the pri.n~~EY. means of communic~tio_ n be~ween_ the ___ i\m __ erican t_;_~I 
chemists and Priestley. It carried most 9£ th~ articles con~ {c 
cerning_ the. phlogistic and anti-phl<>_gi~ti~ tdeas prevalent a~ -~-I 
this time, 7 
-· -------·--·--- --
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Although the Lavoisierian theory had made proselytes 
of the gr~ater part ot the philosophers in Europe and 
America, and though Dr. Priestiey had observed his friends 
and acquaintances deserting the standard of phlogiston, not 
merely one by one, but frequently going over to the other _ 
side in whole troops, he was never yet found himself dispos-
ed to change s.ides and engage in this revolutionary scheme. 
Firm in his original persuasion, that the doctrine of STAHL 
is perferable on the whole, he adheres to it upon- principle; 
professing at the same time, with perfect candour arid will-
ingness and readiness to adopt the sentiments of his oppon-
ents whenever they shall convince him he is wrong ••• 
We feel a degree of satisfaction in ascribing a con• 
siderable part of theincreasing taste and prevailing fasb• 
ion for chemical pursuits in this country ••• to the influence 
and example of Dr. Priestley. 
P. A. Adet, t-he Ambaasador from France t-o the· United S-tate-s, was 
the first, to answer Priestley's attack on the "ne~' chemistry, he 
published a pamph_let entitled "Reponse _a~~Jteflexions __ ~~ la J>oc~rine.· 
-- -···- ·- ---· --- ·-' 
. 
- ----- - - -·- ···-··-··---·-·.' ·--···· --- . ---·· ·-·- --- ... - --· - ...... -·-
du Phlogistique· et sur la Decomposition de l 'Eau. nl Ade~ holds that 
metals are· simple substances and that their conversion to oxides 
exper~ents. His pamphlet is confined chiefly to the second part of 
Priestley's statements, namely on the decomposition of water. Adet 
states that he felt driven to state once again: 
(1) That in causing water to pass through a red-hot gun-
--------- - --- barrel, -.the- iro~ becmnes oxydated by---the- -oxygen- of the . 
water; (2)_ notwithstanding the difference which e*ists. 
between the &ck oxyd .of iron, produce~ by the decompo-
siti.on of water, and the common red oxyd of the same 
metal they are still both of them oxyds, for these rea-
sons: that, like other oxyds they both dissolv~~~n 
~cids ~i tho1~.t d! seng;,1g..3 ng Rn_y,t_hin.e 1- ~n1 ml:'ta 1J 1 ~ ho,Ji.es .. 
are incapable of combining with acids unless they are 
previously uniced co oxygen; (3) aithough there· is some 
.... . ~ . •.12=1a..&da.a.:. . ~-~;.;it''' 
.-.,..J,:,. ..~ 
_.. 
.j;. ffi£i~~ncr··tre'"'t\oJt:<=·n~··tnis oxycC an(f the' ·common ... ·tecf oxyd', -" - . 
it AnAn ~nf- f:,.,.. 1 l.,.,.T-~ .. i... ... t- .. ~t"-•• -.~~ -.-._ ;..~.._1., "'"'-e...-.--> -c. a.I-., =--- ··- ... -~.. ......... ... .... ;..... .. ....... ~ U!I,,"' nVi.. Uu'-h v.n.yuo, LUt 
difference bet1,jeen the two being only owi-ng--to the 
different circumstances under which they_have com~ined 
...-
!, Medical Repository, I, (1798), p. 220. · -------·--- --- ----. ·- . 
* Medical Repository, r,- ( 1798), p. 220-221. The last statement also 
. 
. ' 
With O?;tXgen • -.': . -=wn- . _ . 
reflects the modern notion that a difference in appearance does q9~· 
mean a differel!ce ~n comP-osi;ion, whi-ch is opposi_~e the alchemical idea that qualitative difference meant a change in composition. 
. 
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.!-' 
·1n. general Adet maintained that any of Priestiey's ·objections to 
- . 
tile ·compound natut'e of water could be e~lained without employing the 
\ 
phlogiston concept. 
Another answer came from Dr. John HacLean of Princeton. MacLean 
'< '· 
reviewed the ·pamphlet in "Two Lectures on Combustion Supplementary to 
. · ·a Course of Lectures11 • 4 . This re•iew -by MacLean was published, with 
the ft,_llowing advertisement: 
Owing to other engagemen.ts a part only of the fil"st of these 
lectures was read to the students ••. 
P.S. It was not till after they were sent to the press 
that I was informed Mr. Adet had published an answer to Dr. 
Priestley' s pamphlet. 
___ ---·- B~ __ i-_e~_o.mmended_the ... anti~phlogiston -th~y..---to--11-i-s-----s-tuden-t-s- -in--·-the------ -
following manner: 
From the view which has been given of the different 
explanations of the phenomena of combustion, it appears 
that B.echer' s is incomplete; Stahl's though ingenious, is 
derective; the antl-phlo·glstic is simple, corisisterit; aricr··' .. . .. __ 
suffic-ient;. while Dr •. P:ri~~t:!~y' s resembling Stahl's but 
in name is complicated, contradict:ory, arid Inadequate~-- · 
You, doubtless, therefore, will be inclined to prefer the 
anti-phlogistic doctrine: Indeed, you may adopt it with 
safety; for, from being a plain relation of facts, it is 
founded on no ideal principle, on no creature of the 
imagination; it is propped 'by·· no vague supposition, by no 
random conjecture; it is dependent upon nothing whose 
--- ----~ --------exi-S-tence----earmo-t~---t-uall-y--he- -demen-s-ff--at-eti--;---whos-e-- -proper-
ti~ s cannot. be submitted to_ the most rigorous· e~amincttion_; 
and· whose quantity cann~t be det:ermined · by the tests of 
weights and measures. 
In a review of the Medical Repc:,sitory, Mit:che~l wrote tb~~-
·Macl.Eiln 1lad arrive~ a"t Differing eiperimental results than had Priestiey; 
4. Originally the lectures were to be delivered at Nassau Ball of 
,rinceton but instead were publi~p.ed in Philadelphia in l797. 
5. Medical Repository, l, ( 1798), p. 514. --
- -·· --- ---- ---·- --·---
-- -·--- -· 
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1! ':rurbfth mineral. may be reduced to running qui~ksilver, by··neat alone, without addition. 2. Quicksilver, revived -
·from its ca lees and · inf lam.mah le_ air, does not .-ctif fer at a.11 · from that· recovered by increase of the temperature only. , 3. Though ho1;_ iron may ·SO affect the air as to be smelled, this is no evidence of the separation of phlogiston from it. 4. Azotic air (nitrogen) cannot be for~ed · from the· 
union of oxygen, with any matter which hot iron emits ••• --
MaeLean · reiterates Adet 's statements that t:he ·-tn·ftammabte air --t '· ___ _: --- ·-·· --- --- -- - . --
·- --- -----· -------------
---- ---- ~ - --- ---- ---- a-------- -------·-----···-·-··--
--(-l\y4regen} obtatned-from wafer -iiia ·1ron -comes not from- the iron but 
from the decomposition of water. Be further state-s that the same 
oxide of iron is formed whether the iron, is acted upon by bqt steam, 
or burnu- -in -air. 
The reviewer for· the Repository1 Samuel Latham Mitchell, a-ttempted 
•- - - .. ~- -·· -~ - ·------;-----
to·resolve the differences between Priestley and MacLean ~th an arti-
el-e entitled·, n-An Att8Dlpt 'to Accommodate .the Disputes among the Chem• . . . 
. 
ists Concerning Phlogiston. In a letter from Dr. Mitchell to Dr. 
_ ~j.f!ft_l§J_,_ .,d.at.ed November.-14~ 1791-.J~§ _ ~,-let0ter whi1:h--,attempUc1·-~t1,--·---------·-. ·-· --·---·· . ·-·- - ~--· ... -·-· --- -- .. ---- --·-----· . ··--·-· . ------~----- -- --
show that the difficulty between the phlogistians,and the anti-phlogie-
.. 
, • <t.; ~ . .. •... 
tians was a matter of definitions was npt successful. He wrote Priestley! .. ..:.. ,.· ·- -· 
Your opposition to the new doctrine has been serviceable to the cause of science. It has prevented too easy and sudden 
acquiescence in the novel system Qf (:be anti~l-ogistians-, whose difficulties and paradoxes have -been admit.tfili~ many,-l-111-Jiu;tJJblllOU-UE-t------h~ving lieen subJected io due examination ••. Perhaps even now my labours are but of Jittle avail; or if they were capable of bringing about a coalition of part-ies, I might say to you, after all, in the words of Prior in his Alma: 
For, Dick, if we could reconcile 
-~ O\d Ari:;tGtle v:ith Gaaseudua · 
How many would admire our toil! 
--
3 , ..I.Pl! 3e~~@t$ f.g~"·..:.i,t~~l:L ~~Wt~h~ u~-!:~ -. --t.i:M.- ~ • .......... u...,... .... ~ ...... -~· "'i4,ii,-.... ~~-~~<Sl~..i 
Priestley answered this letter of Mitchell's g_iving bis thanks for 
the reviewer's efforts to ~promote a peace between the presenr:-:lfeltt-
6. Medical Repository, I, (1'798), p. S21. 
-- --- - -- ----.-------· -·-
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_______ , --~ ------ - - -- --~------ ------~--- --------------,· 
gerent powers -in chemistry"~ And i'n a postscript be added: 
Dr. MacLean did not, as the · laws of war require, ever. 
send me a copy of his pamphlet; and ~s I never saw ~tad-
- · vertised, -it was only by the accident of my son's being in. Philadelphia that I got it. 
Up to this time Woo.dhouse had not ~ptered the controver11y.,_ -1!!!~ _ 
in Volume II of the~_Medical Rep..osil99: . .he--r~buke&-Mael.ean -s-&yi~: 1 0--··--------'·-·-"---'-'"--__ ..__,,.----------------· _______ ....,.,,....... __ ,..._.. .. ,._ .. I...,..,.-,....,=--··~ ....... ,..... .. ~, ... ,,-~~~-~-·-~--.---.--- ;.., 
- ------ -~ ~ ' ' I 
A judgentent may be form~d (as to.the) right you have to condew.n the experiments of Dr. Priestley in the authori--tative manner you have done, having made none yourself ••• You are not-yet the coi:iqueror of this veteran in philo-
sophy.-. You agree with the French chemists, that turb~th 
mineral is an oxyde of mercury, and have asserted, that 
""· " any substance into which it may be converted by a ·red heat, does not require any addition to constitute it a metal. Now the very contrary of this is t~ue; for we have ·the 
most conclusive proofs, that turbith minera:l is, not_;._an oxyde> but a sulphate of mercury ••• 
Your opinion, then, according to these experiments ••• is void of foundation. 
You have also declared that Dr. Priestley is mistaken, in saying that finery cin4e~ will 9Qt:.1cqµi.r.e rus,t~. and-.,as~. ·. -~ . - , __ ._ sert t:hat it contracts ·-rust so-oner than conunon irpn ••• The _ , _ _ _______ _ z;ust whioh finery cinder appears· to. contract: is owing to . . iron fi~ings with which it is frequently mixed. · 
_ You have answered the Doc tor, · en the part of the con-troversy by informing pim that inflannnable air is a c~n-
stituent part of other bodies besides water ••• and lastly, you tell him in what manner the experiment ought to -have bee!! :P_g~ f Q.J;"JJ1e_d_
1 and decla~ it i-s- of no va-1-ue-, -as- reported -·- ·- - ----- · -- ----- · - -- - - -in his experiments on different kinds~_~o~f=-----:a=i=r~.~--------.;....-----;;:-~~-~~~~~~~~~--~ 
--~----- -- -~-1 have repeated this famous exp·er1.ment, and the result. is exactly ?.E... stated l?Y _Dr. Priestley. 
Should you consider the objections of Dr. Priestley 
once more, and advance nothing but what is found upon your 
8Wll experiments you may hear from me again; and I promise 
not to be the first to drop the subject. 
Mere assertions only serve to fi~ e~rors de~ply in the 
- - - mind'; ·ari<i ao riot- advance" the cause of truth. 
.. 
I;..·: .. -~~ "' ,.: ___ ---~-~-~,,,--' . r.,.M*'-rt 1..f!-bl"<'~!f}'"l-.f,f.i,~!.!;"c'."f-_f!-ri:.t.• .! ,A'\"tr-v:f.:.···t:.l.:~"4-;n-"" ........ :,.;£l~~d-) 'c;. ~, ... ,;:.¥.tf.~·---,·c1-h.~~·'£-n-·· g' ~- ""n!e· ~w""' ·-c··o- '""'t'911\'h~e"'!:·c1··:1" s~' --·~::~-_::~- .. ..,--:'.,:·:. + ~· , ~ ... --. """~-:;,..:~ ·:- r• ... - ~ - ......... ~.,.~··''h""~- ---... :b.! .... 't, ..... _ -- _ .. _ _. _ _,, --~- .... -- .... -a...s.,..... '- • g.U.~~u .~v...:D.L . : ~~ 
. 
· · 7. Medical Repository 2 II, (1799), p. 398. 8. Medical Repository, III (1800), p. 138. 
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cqssion, ana ~~~~ dropp~d out of t-he -cotitrQ~~r~y-,~ --
Volume ItI of the Re2ository recor~e~ t¥t--'!Jrofessor Wqodh~ttse 
·- -. 
. 
-~ .. has returne~ an.experimental a~swer to Dr. Priestley's p.amphlet on -· - - . 
I ,,_ 
- ··· .•.•• phi.ogiston ••• lt will-oe given to the-publlcf-£n;·.,tnjffans'ac~tlons gt---·. 
. . q, 
!I!! American Philosophical Society. 119 
Priestley and discus9.es each of them i11 ~he _light of the experiments 
that he himself has done. He states thatlO 
When the focus of a burning lens is thrown -upon a calx of mercury, confined in hydrogenous gas, according to anti-phlogistic theory of chemistry, the oxygen of the calx unites to the hydrogen, and forms water; but according to Dr.- ·Pri'estley, -- · -- ··· ····---- --- · the hydrogen enters into the metal, while the oxygen is found mixed with that part of the hydrogenous gas which remains be-hind. • • 
--- - - - - - - - -- . .. ---- - . 
. · Having· periormed the experiments ••• twenty times, ••• I con-cluded that Dr. Priestley's inflanunable air mus·t have been mixed with atmospheric air. 
·lie· -also· covered the ·exptttmerit. on fne prepar'atfon °·0f_, __ £Ixed·-·air .. ·- --- ~-, 
·,-.,,,".,_,_=(cO'i)lrom tronfirriigi~currc oxtae :~~~· -----~---:-= ____ ,_ 
Priestley had said that large quantities of it (carbon 
, dioxide) could be obtained frQm heating a mixture of iron filings and red precipitate ••.• 
r. -
r::~: -{{" ~ 
·'., 
,· 
~~::--,-
1}+ 
,: ; . . ~ 
'.-:· ! 
· -concluding-wi-th-the-s-ta-Ut.Ben-t -that_ -the experime.n-= was always successful, 
--------------: Woodhouse answe-red "an.d-l-~ that_ it had never _succeeded- with me" ana-··· 
adds "~n my opinion, the proofs that fixed air is composed of oxygen 
and carbon are as strong as that Glauber 's salt is composed of sulfur~ 
ie aeid and soda."11 -
Q H. ..1,i .,. ~ , 1) . . .... ,I .._ - .... .•. .. • '> ,t~~!'l!'t~ , ... _t ·. ..~ ~ -1t·' . ,.~- -~ ___ ,,. , 7f•· I.. t~,.. .... • . ., .... ""'l : ~,,. " -~ ~,:r .. . . -· -~ .,.,. ... ~--~~....,._.i6 . ._','-~J~pgt~,J.-,~,!'··§f.1 ll-j: - ..... !'h;1~., ·; · p. co .... ·• • --~ua_ .?171.:".&.tJ.'e ctpveareo in tn~ Transactions .2£. ~ America!! Philosophical Societ~, O.S. IV, p,. 452-475. A review was published in th~ fifth volume o the Medical Repository_ 10. Trans. ill!!:. Phil. ~.,~v (1799), p. 4~6. 11. Trans. fil!!• Phil. ~., itv ( 1799), p. 463. 
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At this point- the controversy had become se·t;tled on minor points~_ .· ... 
but Pries·fley stirred in anew with a confident pamphlet titlP..d, !l!!. 
' . 
Doctrine ·.2t Phlogiston-Established, .!.W!. that .2.t the Compositi.on of 
Water Refute.d. 12 ' 
He goea·-1n1·c1t·over the old argument-a o-f the phlogistians_ by dis-
. cuss·ing .the· fallowing points: 
· ·------·----- - ·---i-.·-That---me-tals __ ar~ compound substance$~ and conta-tn. phlogiston. 2. That finery"·c1.naer is not a proper o~d-__!?_!.. __________________________ _ 
· --~------·-1rori ;·-1n1c ~r como1nat1.ori of~water wfth-- iron. --3. That t:he . inflanunable air produced from finery cinder and charcoal heated together, is formed by the union of th~ water of the ftnery cinder with a portion of the charcoal wl'tile the 
other part of this substance furnishes phlogiston to re-
vive the metal... 6. -That the ca lees of mercury are re-ducible in inflannnable air, which is absorbed during the process,' and that metal reduced thereby, it must contain phlogiston; ~~Q when the calces of the quicksilver are 
reduced without addition, the phlogiston necessary for 
substituting the metal must pass through the red-hot glass from without. 7. That the antiphlogistian experi-
ment of the decomposition of wat~r, QY causing steam to, pass over r~d-ho~ iio~- is u~te~~y inconclusive; and that 
when an elec~ric spark is passed throµgh a mixture of 
.. ,, ..... ,.~,~,,~-,=~=·-·~"··-uxygenous,·-and·::in-fl-amma,bl-e----a-i~rs., ..... not. .. w.ater,.,,huc .. __ nitrs0us.."a.-c,i4 .. -----·----·-··---~,..~.--w;, is instantly produced ••• 10. That fixed air is formed with• 
out the presence of carbon, and consists of dephlogisticated 
air and phlogiston. 
After this outburst even the reviewer of the Medical Repository, 
~---~-~ 
-s-. -I,.-- Mitchell could offer no support for the Priestley views. and 
· ends his review of th.e pamphlet by declaring: 13 
-
. After these reflections on what appear ·to .us the radical and insu_perable difficulties of Dr. P's doctrine, we decline. f--"' ft""tftT'- i.--t-~ ~ ~.;.,I,..-"' n_...,_..f,.....,..,it't..;.l i•:•f 1, .... L.,. ...a.;i..p~-;~.L'"··u· ···:'P.l'"'..... ·as t"'e-W __ .. ,:JJ ~- _...... __ .,;:-- .T.. (#.YI,·'' ~.,~J.1- ~--~~~):l',c>A.n~ ... 7..-!. - ...... "-A_ e.. t e,1.:;.s ~ -- --· . _ --of his recitals of them are free from the tri~n~ my~tery a~ phlogiston, -which exceeds the utmost stretch of our faithi f~r 
at.~c:0r-dit~;; to it.., c.arbo11 is ~h_l9_giston~ and hydrogen is phlo-giston, and azote (nitrogen) is phlogiston; and yet there are 
not three phlogistons, but. one phlogiston! 
12. Published at Northumberland in 1.800. A· review appeared in vol-
ume III of the Medical Repository written by Samuel Mitchell. 13. Medical Repository, III ( 1800):, p. 379. 
, 
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This rebuke did not ~top PrJestley from sending more letters to 
the Repositor;y describ.!D& :additionir experiments he had run in_ 11!1 ~~-
f 
.. 
tempt to preserve the·--o~d, doctrine. · 
. 
Wt-=h the appe~ance of this pamphlet of Priestley's, Woodhouse _ 
• • \ 
• • < ' 
1 
must hav~_- ~~~n &<>~~~~~~- ~~~~!J:a:-l>ed fQJ: he answers _i_t .a_t._ leng.th 1:iting ,, 
"' -
many experiments that he had performed in evidence'of the validity· 
of his views. This paper -appe,11:~~ i.n t~e fO'"'!J;_~h V<!4nn.~ ~f. th@. Medic.al 
Repository,· under the title "An Answer to Dr. ~·Jos·epti~ ... fties·tley' s 
Arguments Against the Anti-phlogistic System of Ch~stry, published in 
the Medical Repository, and.a~-Vindication of the Principles contained 
in the 72nd Essay of the f.ourth Volume .. of .the. Ame~-ican~-P-hil<>saphieal 
Transactions." In it he stated the reasons why the an-tiphlogistic · 
chemists rejected phlogiston; 
First. Because it appears to be a mere creature of the 
·imagination·; whose· exi·stence has never been proved. 
Secondly. Because all of the phenomena of chemistry, can 
be satisfactorily ·explained, without the aid of this~~ _ -qc-=~-----=,~··=·=~~-,,··==· ..................... _., ... ., .. _______ tbeiiis. -. - ......... -- . .... . ......... - -. '"'_ .. ,,_ .. __ .............. _______ ............. ~ - . ···--· 
They believe metals to be simple substances, because 
they have never been proved to be compound bodies. 
They consider a metallic calx, to be a union of metal 
and the base of a vital air, called by them oxygen, as it is 
the principle of universal acidity. The proofs that metals 
-~~ -'l--fl----AO-'l-fl,E3'---------;F'-fll'\'l-H)-l"Lf=-pft----into- calces, absorb ··oxygen,- are: 
First. That all calces of mercury give out oxygenous 
gas when exposed to a red heat, without any addition. 
Secondly. If a metal is calcined in oxygen gas, the 
whole of it will be absorbed. 
Thirdly. If the process of calcination is performed 
- - in .a 1,,~~1· i~ty--uf.. 6t"&st::t, •cortt.airring ~ume-v.xygcnous a.L1·, tbe-
oxv2en onlv will he imhi b~,j bv the met~ l .~ ?.nd the others will ..: ;..: . ..: . : . . -· .. . . ., . . .. - ,.. .. - - .--
be left unaltered. 
·lfouf'-t."hly;; ·if· arty 'subs't:ance it;' added to a metallic oiyd, 
and the calx is revived, a compound body will be produced, 
formed of the agent used and the oll..;rgen contained in the calx. 
. Thus, if the filings of pure bar iron are mixed with red 
precip.,itate, and exposed to a red heat, --the iron will be con-
. verted into a calx and the ·mercury will be revived. If pure 
,,.. 
1 -
-------------- - - - -- ~- - --~- ---- - ' - -~ ---- ~ -----------~~ ----~------...::..-.:.------;-__,,. . 
_>:::_ 
_ .. ----~ 
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39 
charcoal is mixed with the precipitate, carbe>nic a·cfd -will 
be produced; and if the mercurial calx is reviv~d tn hydrol!* 
genous. gas, water will be formed. . 
The first obje~tion of Dr. Priestley, to this the~ry 
of calcination of meta.le is as. follows: . . 
. . . 
.. , 
He says, that if turbith mineral is exposed to a re4 
he·at, _a calx -rema1ns t~hich cannot oe revl ved :fn. any degree 
of heat, without the aid of some substance, supposed to con• 
~ain phl9giston. Before we proceed any further in.this in-
vestigation, it is absolutely necessary to determine tlie 
real composition of turbith mineral. 
1- -
\ 
According to the French philosophers, ~h-i-s s~b&~anee 4.-s ·, ·· 
. a pur~ oxyd of mer~"!!Y• 
Fourcroy and Baume declare, that it does not contain one · 
~particle of sulphuric acid. Dr. Priestley is doubtful · 
whether it is a salt of a calx; aiicf ln the-Edinburgh--fnispen-
satory and London Pharrnacoepia Chirugica, it is called hy• 
dragyrus vitrolatus flavus. · 
The following experiments were made to ascertain the 
--eemposition of·-t1us .. -·sub·stance: 
He then describes three experiments which he performed ln--tbe 
determination and concludes. that bis tests "clearly prove, contrary 
to what has bee~ advanced by Lavoisier, Monnet, Bucquet, Fourcroy, 
considered as a sulphate of mercury ••• Thus sulphate of mercury is the 
supposed calx of mercury to:which Dr. Priestley refers." 
This, he says, is why af te~ ~h~ ~~~!-~l has l>een heated the sub-
stance which remains is a salt, and not a metallic calx and 
we see. tt,at. the· first objection of -.Dr. Priestley, to -the 
theory ot the calcination of metals, adopted by the anti• 
phlogistic chemists, loses all of its force, for certainly 
ft" A--"".,.._.._ 1!'°"111"';,,;.,.., t·t...""+- t.,. 1 :"'l:"\t~'11"'; ~h.,-. ,..,--1_-.-..h..-.~,,.. ,-.~ .,-,,.,.._-""'."''-v"'" 
·~ ~ ~,~i7~ ~~~-oi.. .~= .. 1 ~, 1~1~; _.~tltl ~... tt;,....1;-.. .... 1:-1t,.4-=~~-~ ~~., ti .~c+ .. ,t~-t;.!.:: t.J·i(t :1i~ .. , ~ .. ,,.~i· 1 ....,. .. ..... ..... ..... 
requires to be deprived of its sulphuric acid. before running 
mercury can be procured from it, that therefore all minerar-~-----------
~-a-1::ees t:equi~t: tlte adtH.:-t:'iOl'i ·of ph~g-isto11 to be CufiVt::ttt;:d ·in.~·· 
to mercury. 
--------..... -·----"-·--
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The second refutation· contained in the paper is the statement of 
Prit.!@~l.ey tha.t "when· .a .met·al is reduced to a .calx, it throws out 
something which forms phlogisticated air." .Thu.a when a .burning_·.1ens· 
(magnifying ·glass) ~-! thrown up~n __ !~on metal, t~-~-P~!qgiston arising 
from the iron joins with __ the· dephlogisticated air and _forms azotic 
.. .gas... Again Woodhouse ci-1:--es---careful.~eri-ment-s to show •'that when a 
metal., containing no foreign substaneei is· c-alcined in -oxygenous gas, 
the pure air only is imbibed, no _!Ub_!~~~~~--- is emi~~~~- f_i;om ·t~~ metal, 
.--------------
and no azotic gas is formed." 
Another point that Priestley had repeatedly brought up ,ince the 
pubiication of -his Considerations .9.n tm.~l>octrine of P-hl-ogis-t-on-, ·was-·· 
.. 
. .. ----~-··-· -
.~ 
that when- a met~l was immersed in an acid, the. inflarmnable air pro----------.·--:-·--·--·-. 
ducedlad come not from the decomposition of water but from the phlo-
giston escaping from the metal. In· answer to this, Woodhouse reviews 
' ·-·· .. -·. --- ·. -~-·-.; .. 
a number of the experimenfs performed by European scientists;. and then. 
-----~~~~~~:-~-~ ~1,·~~ .. · .. -
-
iron, but also with mercury, lead, manganese and copper and concludes 
from each of th-em· that "in all thes-e experiments nothing but water was 
prod11ced.! __ The carbonic acid was not produced, unless it previously 
-· -existed -tn the calces~-"--· Printley-·bad also· maintained that -hydrogen 
r 
, entered into the metal wh~~ the metal calx was heated in a hydrogenous 
atmosphere and t~t ·some of , the oxvgen is found to mix wl,.t;b the hygrog..en 
- -
- - ... - . .Ai, ... ' ... - - ..... ,~- -
ments at least twenty times and has ~ever found any sqch results. 
· In a furtht!r·argument concerning finery cinder, Woodhouse ~staken-
ly stated that finJry cinder cgn~~l~~ some water. This error was due 
' ' 
~-- ---------- ~-------------- ---~--.. ---\ --------
---------· ~~-
--·--- ---------·-·-·--1>·----·- ----- -- -------·---·-
.\··,.,-:· 
·.::.,-·;f'·. 
·. ;·_· .--~ 
··+ 
b------
-.. -41-
_._,. 
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to the prevalent idea that inflammable air cqnta,ins b.ydrogetl. __ Wpg~o~se, 
however, correctly, showed that the-- cinder does contain oxygen, a fact 
-tbat--Pr-iestley ·would not admit. 
,q_ 
After---the-;ntb-licatiorf ·of this article, Priestley seemed to retreat 
--------- .. \ . 
slightly from his former position· and in a letter to the editors of . ,. 
the Medical Repo,sitory stated:_ 
I think myself obliged _to the writer of your review of 
books for his candour and impartiality w-ith respect--to my _______ _ 
late tract on phlogiston; but I hqpe I may be allowed to ob-
serve, that he has mistated my opinion, when he says tha~ I 
make inflammable air, phlogisticated air, and fixed air, to 
be only different modifications of phlogiston; whereas, I 
uniformly suppose that phlogiston is only a constituent part 
of them all, as he himself ~cknowledges ••• 
At the same time I . have no objection to s·aying, with 
this writer, that _phlogiston may be defined to be the base of 
inflammable air, provided that the same thing ·be allowe~ to 
be a necessary part of all metals, and also of sulfur, phos_ .... _____ : ______________ ---·'--~-- -____ _ 
--- --- - --pnorous· ·&c~ ·That phlogiston cannot be exhibited alone is 
nothing extraordinary. Indeed, few things in nature can be 
so exhibited. Certainly not the principle of acidity or 
alkalinity. These are alw~ys to be found combined with some 
other substance~ · But do we, therefore, say· tna:t· such prin• ---
-- -- ...... c,,-~-- ··----,,,, ....... cipl.e.S.~ .. ,do_.na~ ... exiat,_ .or .. that -~thei.~,~-ex"i~tenee ·---eannot--be- demon- -----·----------
s trated? · 
From this letter a sign of retreat can be seen over the formerly 
held theory that phlogiston was a definite substance to that of Phlo• 
giste>Q b_ej.ng 9nly a property of a substance. 
-----~-- ·-·~-------·--
...... Finally,~in t~e f1Jth volume of the Medical Repository a short 
le_tter by Woodhouse ·concerning the decomposition of water,- the end 
of the debate is reached. 14 After this, except for short notices fro~ 
' 
... -
-
# -
~ ... ..... .... ......... 
Priestley. the affair concerning the relative merits of the two doc-
field on the points at issue. From this point ~n, no defenders of the 
phlogi~tQn -tbeory were to be found writlng in the Journals, or advocat• 
- J:.. ~ 
---
-- ----- ··-· . -
t 
-- ·---·-"'··------· ·--
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i~ i;. in"the classroQmf'·····:····· ··· ....... ,, ..................... .. 
Al:t:ltijligll _ ~thers cotitrib.ute~, · *t. ·t,fa,a . ~he. y~rl(.. t>f lf~_g~qg_µa_e · .that. 
·deci.d~d .the. matter.. In c·onclueic,n,, it DUlY. be said tba; Prie$tly. fqi, 
. ·--··--- - - -'---- -- . ... - . . . ~. .. _ __..,,.,... 
tiated . the c:ontrover~y ·a\1il 1:qa~ ·tf ·he ·hmt--not-·-come-~-Amertca;·- the 
.debat.f!L:would not have ar-!s-en. ---~e- French chemis.try '.hati been wiae·ty 
. ' 
accepted in the Uni-ted Sta-tes before his pu~li.c:a~iQ.D 0£ t-he Considers-
tions .2!!. the Doctrine · .2! Phlogiston and Priestley_ never g~!~e~ ... ~ ~_qp~ ·······--------
·- - . . '. . ' . -----··,-. , ... ·.--_~ . -;'- ----:::-·_-.-:::..~ - - -- . 
porter among the American scientist·s. To Woodhouse ~st be given credit: 
for clarifying.the situation and, by nis methods, pointing up the nece-
ssi.ty .fw an .. experimental basiS . .o.n. whidl to_.answer . chemical _dj.§2yte._s~· -·=-_. .. __ .. 
. . ..... .-----·----------,--
·---,------. .,--.. ···---·-·--~-·---··- . -.'------··-···----.... . . 
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In addition to· his research and -statements on the phlogfston · 
theOX!Y• Woodhouse act.,ively pursued ·studies in many additlonal fields· 
of chemistry. ~ 
.. 
While .on bis ,trip t~ough Europe in 1802 · he was able _to communi• 
~ 
' I 
cate t<> Nicholson'-s __ _Journal a paper on- the chemical actions· of ~lants. 
He had 
ing in 
ments, 
plants 
- l ·-
seriously doubted Priestley's. theory concerning vegetables grow-
. 
., rl' 
· · ,; 
light helping to correct impure air and by a series of experi-
as elabox-ately conmninicated to the J'ournal, he contended _that 
do not purify ai~ but produce oxygen by ingesting the coal of 
carbonic acid for food leaving the oxygen in the form of pure air. 
Also he made a set of experiments on the production of oxygen from 
---..._ 
the leave~ of -p-rants _ which had been expos·ea to·-carbonic ac;id and &\Ul- . 
light. From these experiments he was convinced of his conclusion, and 
denied the statements that vegetables emit oxygen, absorb nitrogen o~ 
-·~- .. · decelllpO&&-·W&te'E- ·-&S hatl:·-be~--befteved • l __ ; _______ :~~------·--· ·----~--- ·.,.,.~--· - .· ... 
It was also on the same journey that he had the opportuni~y of 
meeting Sir- HllDIPhrey Davy, of the Royal Society, who was to influence 
Woodhouse in hie ·later work-. It was Davy who did extensive work __ on ___ _ 
galvanic batteries and on the ef fee ts of nitrous oxide, coumt0nly .. called-·, 
laughing gas. -~on his return to Pennsylvania, Woodhouse made a series 
of experiments with both the galvanic battery and the nitrou&:1 oxide. 
Be relates that he prepared the oxide in the morning before his 
... 
... -
students and that several of these same students were t-o inhale the 
l T:~f1:~n~~\·;bi;,;;;~;i1o";;··o~t' ·th~ ;.~i~fa"t1~;~r~1~~- ~ 
&llow that Lht: cu1w11on opinion of ~he ameli:oratio~ of rhe atmosphere, 
by vegeta..t.!on !11. ~oi~~ i;gl:tt ts j.ll•fC>µnciec:i". Nichplso_n·' s Journal, II, 150•162, 1802. 
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gas that afternoon. However, shortly before the students· arrived he 
fow,.td that the g-as hact gone bad and no_t having time· to· prepare ·a new · . 
sample of the gas·, he simply allowed· the tressels to be filled ~ith pure -
,e:J> 
-- .. 
air. This did not seem to stop .the students-·for, he reports, upon in• 
haling it t~ey wer~ seized wi.th "qui~kness o-f pu~se~ dizziness, vertfgo,. 
l:innit:us ·aur!um·,- "d:[ffJ~~-lty of/. bre·athing, anxCety~~f the breast, etc.-~ ... ~. 
ev~n ~hfl~ they .. were .... inhaling .. .a.ir.. . This made .Woodhoua&---tee-l -t;ha*--t-he-------~-~---a--~-----~·-··. 
effects of the gas had probably been due, in great part, to the mental 
. state of-tlle person inhaling it: · In 1806, though, he made another 
series of experime_nts with the nitrous oxide, allowing the subjects to 
inhale t~o to four quarts of the gas and noted their reactions •3 Be c 
was pleased to note that their reactions were. the .same as had been re-
ported in Davy's expei-iments although ··the effect seemed to wear off 
rapidly. In a later letter to the Medical Museum, Benjamin Silliman, , , 
. 
. 
____ --~-- : __ .:..a .,f~rme~.:.-~-uden~---· of:J~oodhousel__!:·. ~~(!-~"Q~--~t>f'eifor_o·f. Ch.emi.s.try._at_. ·yate, -.. 
stated that Woodhouse had not allowed the subjects to inhale enough of 
the gas. Be maintained that for the full effect of the gas to be felt 
. they should. inhale "six or eight quarts" of the oxide. 4 
.· ..... In 1807, Davy. had succeeded in isolating potassium· by the use of 
the galvanic battery. The following year Gay-Lussac and :nienard had· 
2. On nitrous oxide. Philadelphia Medical Museum, 4,- p. 180. 
The Philadelphia Museum began·publication in 1805, under the direc-
tion of John Redman Coxe, and was published in Philadelphia by 
Thom.as Dohs·on.. It was An "attemnt tn P.~tP.hl i ~h n 'P:~r-:Lodi~,el Ptlb... _ .. ~ .. - ' •, . ~.. l 
li_cation, in some measure analogous to the New· York Medical Reposi-
torxn said Coxe in cne opening page ot volum~ I. 
........ • .. r ., '"3 .--·rttfil'f'ca i -rrus·eum, t+-; p. 182;. US3. 
4. Th~ tcttcr from Sillltmiu is in volume 4, page 208, of the Medical 
Museum. 
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., 
acc01Dplished the same feat elllploying. the different method of exposing 
- - . ---- ··- - ·-1··- -- . ····-·- ·--· - --the alkaline base of potassium to a white ·heat. . In the same year, 
Woodhouse observed that on exposing soot, mixed with pearlash, in a 
covered crucible_ ~o the heat· of an iron-furnace, he obtained a· mass 
~ 
c:i.. 
which when it was. cooled al.ld covered wi.th cold water, had--eaught fire. 
He speculated on whether it could be the same element as had been dis-
.. ·- ··---·-- -···-···--··· --·· - ------- ---------·-··-···- ····-··-----···- -----·-··-·--·····------······- ....... -- __ .,_. -·- -··-···· .. -- - _. -- --- .... -.. . -· -- -
-·. -- - -- -----~-------- __ ...__ __ .. -··-----------------·-- -- ----····----------- - ----------------------· ·- ---- ·--~ .. --.-.. He was also able to obtain the. same metal, fr-om pot-covered by Davy. 
s 
ash. It is doubtful that Woodnouse was acquainted with the WQJ;~- of 
. 
. . ... ") 4.. ·-,. 
. Gay-Lussac and Thenard as his experiment was performed at so close a 
date t-e theirs, cred-it must be given him for his nover work • 
. -There is recorded in the Medical Museum, an extract of a letter. 
from W. ·H. Pepys, of the Royal Society, to Woodh~use, and is concerned 
. 
. 
with some galvanic.experiments made by ~~vy. 6 ·Along with the extr~ct 
is a short note outlining some experiments w_1-~~ &!lvaqJc. bf!.~t~rtee 
. ,_ ·- . ' .: ·-·· ~- -~- .... -
per sulfate solution. "It bad never been tried in Europe0 and was 
preferred by h.im to'" the .. ni.tric .and sulfuric acid_ $Olttt.:ions connnonly 
7 used, for.it did not liberate any nitrous_c;,xide or hydrogen. 
' 
"'".'b ·:;:;;;",\J,'v,I\ 
.. 
\. and early nineteenth century, when American natural history was de:- .. 
. . 
veloping, Woodhouse evinced an interest· in the natural phenomena of 
the counti-y. 
-
i. A~unt of an Experiment in which potash caicined with charcoal 
'took ~nrt:"'" uu the addition ot.,.1~aler an-d amriiori1aca[ gas ·was pro-
du~~d;_ N'l~holsan' s Journal, 21, 290""291, 1308. 6. For Pepys' letter, see Medical Museum, f!..,I.XXXI, 180. -~1 ... 
7. Medical Museum,!, LXXXI-LXXXIII. 
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Bia thesis, as has been stated, was on the persimmon tree. Be · ····· 
- - -- -
... 
.I ~ 1fas--a-l-so- able to·_ootain honey~, ''of an exquisi'te taste," from the 
ripe fruit of the ''Dyospyros Vi-rgfniana", American prune, date pahn, · 
-
-
or persltQmOn · tree. S He also st~diJd the effects of the blisbering 
-~ 
-----·-
flies. g- __ J!!( ~~~ J_<>.~~~enth of l)e~etnl>~r~ 18.07 ~- $I J.De,te.o.r ,ell near the 
/ 
town of 1i!13ton, Connecticut, and in · tl)e· £if th volume of the ·Medical 
Mus.e~---Woodhouse recordea -his analysis of the ·meteor. It was found 
to contain iron pyrites,' magnesia,.silex, nickel, a~d s~lfur. 10 
Woodhouse had an interest in analyzing different ores sent him. 
Many of his tests were performed on ore-s from the different sections 
. 
. .-
of Pennsylva~ia. On the Lehigh coal he recorded that "this coal is 
found in immense quantities in Pennsylvania,· in the· coun·ty of North-
. 11 
ampton, near the river Lehigh." He then described the properties 
of the anthracite coal and the tests he per~ormed on it arid .its com-
• .. •, . , ,• . ' ., • •• 1: 4 
smith, his Journey men, and bystanders were convinced that the heat 
was much cleaner" and greater than that of the J'ames river coal-. 1112 
He recorded his tests and findings on a "specimen of a black 
colored minei:al, weighing five ounces, wliieh was found in the country 
of Northampton ••• about thirty miles from Bethlehem, in the neighbor-
hood of the Lehigh." 13 The mineral which eould be found in sucn quan-
.J. 
e. Me;dtc:Pl. .. Musc1.nn: 4: C.Xl • • -
9. Of American blistering flies (Meloe Clematicles and H.ip-a Ghapmall!). 
kt.~,~~~! ~~~~~-~!.2-:~, 3., ... 213-214~. _ .... . _ .. _ ~. _.:;;-~. . .. ';"~'.:: ... · 10. On meteoric stones. Medical Museum, S, 131-133, 1808. ~ 
11. Observations uii Lt:high coal-, Medieal Muse1DD,· 1, 441, 180-S. 
-12. Ibid. , 443. 
13. On the . .-discovery of ·ma.nganese it1 Pennsylvania, Medic-al Museum, 5, 
449, 1808. 
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he "urges gentlemen residing in the country, to. pay some attention to ... 
~he mineral production of their f ielfis" a11d offers to make an analysis 
of any ore free of charge. 
-Iµ t~<>fl~, It~ recorded his observations on. the ore frQm -~ Perkiomen 
,,. 
zinc mine "situated on· the side of a h,igh hill on_ ~be bank of the 
Perkiomen Creek, abou.t twenty miles from Philadelphia. nl4 There wex:e 
found in the mine three varieties of ore"l~ad coloured,. the yellow,. 
and the deep black. nlS. He____gave an analysis of each ore and in his 
concluding ·statements said: 16 
Can this ore be worked .to advantage in the United States! 
No information on this subject can be obtained from 
any bo9k with,. which I am ~cquainted. Mr. Meade, a gentle-
man possessed of extensive knowledge of mineralogy informed 
me ·~~at it_is never worked in England. Dr. Bruce, profes-
sor of science in the College of Physicians, New York, told 
me that it is reduced in Wales, and Mr. Gordon, of Bostoq,. 
who 'is extremely well' acquainted with subject's relating to 
,,,., ... -----··"'·tb-i·s ·business;-- had· dee lar-ecr tliat-·fne ·zlnc····c"aiirioi'· be· ·obtalii=······'·· .. ··' ------·-·-- --···-··--····-· 
eq from this kind of ore, but with the utmost difficulty. 
No sooner had this article appeared than Woodhouse-was attacked 
for his opinions by Adam Seybe!t, in an article questioning the state-
-~,n't .''Can · this ore be worked to advantage -in the United States?" 17 
From the observations which inunediately follow the question 
proposed, it is evident that peculiar difficulties are not 
supposed to attend the working of this ore in the United 
States but _the principle that blende is not and cannot be 
worked to advantage is assumed and acted upon. We will con-
-
Seybert then stated that "I do maintain that this ore ean be 
,.... ·- - ""· - ~ .. "-"" ._ .. ,.. "".......... -..,, .. ,..;,. . .. ------~"'!_ ... ~,,.... ···---~-- ..... -7-'- .. -. ~ - ~-
worked in America with edvantagth nl8 · Be cit.ed many authorities to 
1S. Ibid., 133. 
16. Ibia., 136-137. 
17. Facts tc:, prove that Blende, or the Sul-phuret o~ Zil!C may ~~ -~~ 
with advantage in the United States •. Medical Museum, ~' 209, 1805. 
18. Ibid. , 210. ~- ---~---
-
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49 
show that tche .ore -cou-ld--be extracted-i,roft~abty ana closed his article 
with the- sta-tement ~bat "when erroneous opinions are propagated and 
, unfounded doubts are excited, it is a two-fold duty "to place fac-ts in· 
a true point of view ••• No Qne can now hesitate as to the propzlety of 
working abundant, an.cl l"ieh · sulphurets of zinc. 1119 
Woodhouse, however, did not see the matter as pre.sented by Seybert 
and in his most vituperative ·piece of writing answered the arguments. 
In a work dedicated to the interests of science, it ought 
certainly to be expected that those whose leisur-e and op-
portunity permit them, occasionally, to throw their con-
tributions to the general stock of knowledge would discard 
everything like asperity in their remarks and the opinions 
advanced~by others; and that the little passions of envy 
and jealousy would never actuate the minds of those, whose 
real object is the pursuit of truth ••• 
I shal 1 proceed to show that his essay improperly 
titled "Facts (when it entirely consists of quotation) to 
prove that this metallic ore can be worked to advantage in 
the Unit:ed States," proves nothing, except that the doctor's 
misplaced rancour cig~i~st_ myself>- and which my former essay . .. ... . . . . . . ,;;. 
- has furnished him a pretext for exhibiting. · 
l s·hall ·show,·· 
-····-···-·---------···---·--- · ·· ·-· - ------···---~---···-··------------·-· 
, 1st, That there is an evident want of candour in the 
conclusions he has drawn from my paper. 
2nd, That some -of his quotations from chemical wri-
ters are unfairly given. 
3rd, That what he has advanced bears no direct re-
lation to the subject in question. ~ 
4th, That the observations4n his concluding ~ph ___ · .. -:--··· 
-~- --.- -- are highly persona----i- a-na--· imprope~ --~----
In referencecto the paragraph concerning·the statements Woodhouse 
printed about different opinions over the working of the oce, he 
ntat.;a that .. "for thus merely stating the information derived from 
. Sty'berJ h~s t-ek~n the li}lert:y of tu1se1ttir~ . th:t I assume the ~~J.D(;.1Jle 
blende is not and cannot be work any "'where ~to advantage ... 21 
19. Ibid .. _J_ ~16. 
20. In reply to Seybert·~ .Medical Museum, 6, 44-4-S, 1888. 
21. Ibid., 47. 
-~- .... - --·--·---· --· ···-··· .- - ·-· --- ···-· ·---·· ,·-·-·· . 
·----------~----~~ 
[ .. ~ .,,. -~m. 
_-·., 
_· 
. 
' ~ 
. if, 
--- -~--
.-..---,.. ....... .., 
-· ------··-------~-----
. so 
Woodhouse also asserts that Seybert misquoted the authors he 
had ·cited in his.article· and·Wooc;th<>_~s~ shows how prejudice has color• 
. . 
ed the Doctor's use of quotations. Re also states that "as· Dr. 
Seybert has 'made no· ~xper·iments on the Perkiomen ore, it is absurd 
for him to give information ~o others on this subject, when.he po•ees--. 
ses none hlJnself •1122 
No further replies were forthcoming from ·seybert. One ·of the 
more interesting statements· made by Woodhouse appeared in his article 
on the methods to be used in refining camphor. · He stated that 
It must afford sincere pleasure to every true friend 
of America to view the establishment and rapid increase of 
.manufactu.r.es in tne United States. 
-J. . -·. ···-.. ........ . ··-·---- ........... ···-· .... .. . . .. . 
Too l~ng -ha'".,"e -eur citizens been dependent upon other 
natipns, for many articles, to purify and fabricate which, 
require but a small capital, and a ve__ry__slight degree of 
chemical knowledge. 
Among the subjects which we may consider as coming 
under this bead, is the obtaining· o_f_ refined c~hor.23 
.• ~ ,. • • •. • •· ,, . - • - . ·- '•.. ••• • _. • .'- . - I- ..• - - - .~ ..... -· 
.. - . ·-
He then described the method which appears in the French Encyclopedia 
and "in the twelfth volume of Ars and Metiers by DeMachy," and con-
~ ·-·-··------····---····--··-------· .. -
·eluded by "hoping t.hat this endeavour to make a useful process, gen-
, -
erally 'known in the Unite4 States may succeect. 11 24 
--- I_n addition to his experiments'ind articles describingni_s_w_o_r~k-,- ---------
Woodhoµse; publishecf severaT books, mainly· new editions of chemical 
books· appearing in Europe. Among his publications, besides the already 
Philadel1>hia in 1802 and is a revision of the second edition of the . . 
22. Ibid.,--.S~S5. 
23. Observations on the Mode of Refining Camphor. tledical Museum, 1, 
197, 1805. · 
24. Ibid., 198-200. 
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book originally publishe~ · in London •. 
. 
,, 
. 2. Parke's Ohymical Catechism was a revi-sion of th~ ·ori-g~nal and. 
was ~publis~ed in Philadelphia in 1807. 
3. Lastly, Chaptal' s Elements .2! Chemistry was published in 
' .,, 
Philadelphia in 1807. This was originally ~ work pub~ished by a form--
er Minister of the. Interior of France, and of the four American edi-
tions t~t appeared, the last was due to Woodhouse. 
' 1·· ";·'.··.;·,.·,Although ·he died at the ag~ of t;lli~~y-~!gh~ _wtJ;]l.Q~~ contributing_. 
any new ~~-- J~s~~t.18. ... -~heory, Woodhouse' s work was of · importance to the 
development of chemistry in America. The young nation was not in·a 
position to contribute to theoretical chemistry while it was still 
l~ying the groundwork for chemical studies. Woodhouse' s contribution 
lies in his insistence on experimentation and analysis which is amply 
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